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"'Nothing remains the same, except change''

Heraclitus
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Abstract

The earthquake activity around the Aegean Sea is the most conspicuous geodvnamic

phenomenon in the Eastern Mediterranean region. The clearest seismicitv feature is

associated with the Hellenic arc forming a semi-circle from the Ionian Islands to Western

Anatolia. The right-lateral Kefalonia Fault Zone (KFZ) dominates the seismic activity
in the Ionian Sea.

Previous GPS measurements have revealed distinct crustal motion of the Central Io¬

nian Islands and SW Greece in a SW direction relative to SE Italy. The trajectories con¬

structed from repeated observations lead us to interpret the KFZ as part of the bound¬

ary zone separating the stable Apulian/Adriatic block from the Aegean/Anatolian
region, wdiich is rapidly moving towards the Southwest.

In 1995 the progress made in GPS and computer technology made it realistic to

consider a relative dense continuous GPS (CGPS) network which would bridge the

main tectonic units and provide a high temporal resolution of crustal motion. In order

to monitor the deformation and evaluate the strain field in the area, we established a

network of continuous GPS stations across the KFZ. The hist sites were monumented

during Spring 1995, and the network was gradually augmented with new stations. It

was considered as fully operational by the beginning of 1996. In addition to our own

network, data of four surrounding IGS sites (Graz, Matera, Noto and Ankara) were

introduced in the processing.

The main results are dailv solutions, which can be used to derive time series and

rates of crustal motion. A detailed behavior of the different sites during the period 1995

to 1998 is presented in terms of N-S. E-W and Up components. Clearlv non-tectonic

discontinuities due to hardware changes were estimated and corrected, increasing the

consistency of the solution. The use of a common-mode filtering technique reduced the

scatter of the time series bv a factor of about 2. Following the calculation of the time

series, we have determined the rates and trajectories of crustal motion. These data

provide a better overview of the kinematic processes across the KFZ. The sites to the

north of the KFZ show almost no motion relative to Eurasia, while an increase of rates

up to 304:2 mm/a is clearlv seen when moving to the southern Ionian Islands.

The inter-seismic motion of the Aegean block was interrupted by the Strofades

earthquake (Ms 6.1, Nov. 18. 1997). which was associated with a distinct south-

oriented co-seismic slip of 12 cm and an uplift of about 10 cm. The time series analysis

clearly reveals that also the island of Zakinthos was affected bv this event (co-seismic
slip of 1.5cm to the south).

The deformation rates are evaluated by means of strain analysis, using the collo¬

cation method. The resulting strain rates depend strongly on the correlation length
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chosen. Based on the distribution of the sites, we considered a correlation length of

150km as representative for our study area. The strain rate distribution shows a clear

compression along the western part of the Hellenic Arc (160nstrain/a), turning to

shear strain (110nstrain/a) in the Central Ionian Island. In the northern part of the

network, smaller compressional rates (60 to 90nstrain/a) indicate a slow convergence

of the Adriatic block and Epirus. We obtain large extension (1 LOnstrain/a) in the Gulf

of Corinth.

The Central Ionian Islands are characterized by a clockwise differential rotation,

with a maximum of 8°/Ma near Zakinthos. Dominant seismicity clusters follow the

trend of the major geodetic strain belts. The CGPS network established in the frame

of this thesis will provide a firm basis for further studying the relationship between

geodetic strain accumulation and seismic stress released by earthquakes.
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Zusammenfassung

Der Hellenische Bogen, eine der seismisch aktivsten Zonen in Europa, erstreckt, sich

halbkreisförmig von den Ionischen Inseln bis nach Westanatolien. An seinem nördlichen

Rand, im Gebiet der Ionischen Inseln, dominiert die dextrale Kefalonia Verwer¬

fungszone (KFZ) die seismische Aktivität.

Frühere GPS-Messungen zeigten eine deutliche südwest-orientierte Bewegung der

Zentral-Ionischen Inseln und Südwest-Griechenlands gegenüber Süditalien. Aus Wieder¬

holungsmessungen ergaben sich dabei Trajektorien die den Schluss nahelegten, dass

die KFZ die Grenzzone zwischen dem stabilen apulisch-adriatischen Block und der sich

schnell nach Südwesten bewegenden ägäischen Mikro-Platte darstellt.

Fortsehritte in der GPS- und Computertechnik ermöglichten uns 1995, ein rela¬

tiv dichtes Netz von kontinuieilich operierenden GPS-Stationen (CGPS) rund um die

KFZ aufzubauen. Dieses Net/ sollte es erlauben, die Krustenbewegungen mit einer

hohen zeitlichen Auflösung zu überwachen. Anfangs 1996 war das GPS-Netz voll

betriebsfähig. Zusätzlich zu unseren eigenen Messungen wurden die Daten von vier

IGS-Stationen (Graz, Matera, Noto und Ankara) in die Auswertung miteinbezogen.

Das Hauptresultat sind individuelle Tageslösungen, die zur Bestimmung von Zeitrei¬

hen und Geschwindigkeiten benutzt wurden. Die Nord-, Ost- und Höhenkornponenten

geben ein detailliertes Bild dei Bewegung der einzelnen Stationen im Zeitraum von

1995 bis 1998. Nichttektonische, durch Änderungen in der Hardware hervorgerufene

Sprünge wurden eliminiert. Des weiteren konnte durch die Verwendung eines "common-

mode"-Filters ein allen Stationen gemeinsames Störsignal unterdrückt und damit das

Rauschen um dem Faktor 2 reduziert werden. Die so bereinigten Zeitreihen wurden

zur Bestimmung von Trajektorien und Geschwindigkeiten der Erdkrustenbewegung be¬

nutzt. Sie erlauben einen detaillierten Einblick in die kinematische Prozesse im Gebiet

der Kephalonia Verwerfungs/one (KFZ). Die Stationen nördlich der KFZ zeigen sehr

kleine Geschwindigkeiten bezüglich der Eurasischen Lithosphärenplatte. Südlich der

KFZ nimmt die Geschwindigkeit systematisch /u und erreicht 30±2 mm/Jahr auf den

südlichen Ionischen Inseln.

Am 18. November 1997 ereignete sich in der Nähe von Strofades ein Erdbeben mit

einer Magnitude von 6. i, welches die lineare interseismische Bewegung der Ägäischen
Mikro-Platte unterbrach. Dieses Beben bewirkte an der Station Strofades einen co-

seismischen Versatz von 12 cm nach Süden und von 10 cm in die Höhe. Auch auf

dem benachbarten Zakinthos konnte ein coseismischer Versatz von 1.5cm nach Süden

nachgewiesen werden.

Für eine weiterführende Interpretation der Zeitreihen wurde eine Verzerrungs-

Analyse basierend auf einem Kollokations-Ansatz durchgeführt. Die Komponenten des
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Deformationstensors hängen stark von der gewählten Korrelationslänge ab. Basierend

auf der Stationsverteilung und der mittleren Distanz von 110 km /wischen benach¬

barten Stationen ergab sich eine optimale Korrelationslänge von 150 km. Das Defoi-

mationsfeld zeigt eine ausgeprägte Kompression entlang des Hellenischen Bogens von

IGOnstram/Jahi. Sie geht im Gebiet der Zentral-Ionischen Inseln in eine Scherung von

llOnstrain/Jahr über. Die im nördlichen Teil des Netzes auftretenden relativ kleinen

Kompressionsraten von 60 bis 90 nstrain/.Iahr deuten auf ein langsames Näherrücken

zwischen der Adriatischen Mikro-Platte und Epirus hin. Im Golf von Korinth hingegen
treten hohe Extensionsraten von UOnstram/Jahi auf.

Die Zentral-Ionischen Inseln /eiclmen sich durch eine différentielle im Uhrzeigersinn
verlaufende Drehung mit einer maximalen Drehrate von 8°/M,Iahr in der Gegend von

Zakinthos aus. Die Häufigkeit der Erdbeben folgt hauptsächlich den geodätischen

Verzerrungszonen. Das im Rahmen dieset Doktorarbeit erstellte CGPS-Netz stellt

einen wichtige Basis für weitere Untersuchungen dar. Dabei spielt der Zusammenhang
zwischen der geodätischen •'strain'-Akkumulationund dem seismischen "stress"-Abbau

eine zentrale Rolle.
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Résumé

L'arc hellénique, une des zones séismiques les plus actives d'Europe, s'étend de façon
semi-circulaire des Iles Ioniennes à l'Anatolie occidentale. A son extrémité nord-ouest,

dans la région des Iles Ioniennes, la zone de faille de Kefalonia (KFZ) domine clairement

l'activité séismique.

Des mesures GPS antérieures ont révélé un déplacement distinct des Iles Ioniennes

centrales et de la partie sud-ouest de la Grèce en direction du sud-ouest par rapport au

sud-est de l'Italie. Des observations répétées ont permis la construction de trajectoires
amenant à penser que la KFZ forme la zone limite entre le bloc adriatico-apulien et la

micro-plaque égéenne. Cette dernière se déplaçant rapidement vers le sud-ouest alors

que le bloc adriatico-apulien reste stable par rapport à la plaque eurasienne.

En 1995, les progrès technologiques effectués dans le domaine de l'informatique et du

GPS ont rendu possible le déploiement d'un réseau dense de stations GPS continues

(CGPS) autour de la KFZ. Ce réseau devait nous permettre d'observer, avec une

haute résolution temporelle, les mouvements de l'éeoree terrestre. Le réseau était

pleinement opérationnel depuis le début de 1996. En plus de nos propres observations,
les données de quatre stations IGS (Graz. Matera. Noto et Ankara) ont été intégrées
dans le processus de traitement.

Le résultat principal est formé des solutions journalières individuelles, qui sont en¬

suite utilisées afin de générer des séries temporelles et dériver les vitesses de déplacement
de l'éeoree terrestre. Les composantes nord-sud. est-ouest et verticale donnent une im¬

age détaillée des mouvements de chaque station durant la période 1995-1998. Les dis¬

continuités provenant d'effets clairement non-tectoniques et provoquées principalement

par des modifications de la configuration matérielle, ont été estimées et corrigées. En¬

suite, l'utilisation d'une technique de filtrage du mode commun (common-mode filter)
permit de limiter les signaux parasites présents à toutes les stations et de réduire le bruit

de façon notable. Les séries tempoielles "propies" obtenues de cette manière furent

utilisées afin de définir les trajectoires et les vitesses de déplacement de l'éeoree ter¬

restre. Elles permettent une observation détaillée des processus cinémafiques régissant
la région de fracture autour de la KFZ. Les stations situées au nord de la KFZ ne mon¬

trent que des vitesses de mouvement minimes par rapport à la plaque lithosphcrique
eurasienne. Au sud de la KFZ, la vitesse augmente systématitincment pour atteindre

un maximum d'environ 30±2 mm/an dans le sud des Iles Ioniennes.

Le 18 novembre 1997. à proximité de l'île Strofades, le mouvement inter-séismique
linéaire de la micro-plaque égéenne fut interrompu par un séisme de magnitude 6.4. A

la station Strofades, ce séisme a provoqué un déplacement eoséismique de 12cm vois

le sud et, 10cm verticalement. Sur l'île voisine de Zakinthos, un déplacement eoséismie
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de 1.5 cm vers le sud a été observé.

Une analyse des déformations basée sur la méthode de la collocation a permis une

interprétation plus approfondie des séries temporelles. Les composantes du tenseur

de déformation dépendent fortement du choix de la longueur de corrélation. Basé

sur la distribution des stations et une distance moyenne de 110km entre sites voisins,

une longueur de corrélation de 150 km fut considérée comme optimale. Le champ
de déformation montre clairement un taux de compression de IGOnstrain/an le long
de l'arc hellénique. Dans les Iles Ioniennes centrales, il se transforme en cisaillement

de 110nstrain/an. Les relativement petits taux de compressions de l'ordre de 60 à

90nstrain/an présents dans la partie nord du réseau indiquent une lente convergence

du bloc adriatique et de l'Epire. Dans le golf de Corinthe, au contraire, des taux

d'extention de liOnstiain/an sont observés.

Les Iles Ioniennes centrales sont caractérisées par une rotation différentielle dans

le sens des aiguilles d'une montre, avec un maximum de 8°/Ma dans la région de

Zakinthos. La distribution des séismes suit principalement la zone de déformation

géodésique. Le réseau CGPS établi et les données collectées dans le cadre de cette

thèse représentent une base importante pour des investigations futures. Dans ce sens,

la relation entre l'accumulation du "strain" géodésique et la dissipation du "stress"

séismique joue un rôle central.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background and motivation

Idie dislocation of Pangaea began in the late Paleozoic about 230 Ma ago. It resulted in

the configuration of continents covering the earth todav. The theory about continental

drift was not proposed earlier than 1912 bv A. Wegener. 56 years later, in 1968. N. Le

Pichon, following an idea of J. Morgan, showed, that, considering the lithosphère as a

patchwork of large rigid plates covering the globe, their relative motions are mutuallv

compatible. This knowledge established the basis of '"global plate tectonics''.

In the last 30 years, numerous results were achieved in different domains which

helped to gain new knowledge about the plate tectonic phenomena. Although geo¬

physics offers a large variety of tools to assess geodynamic processes, only the advent

of space geodetic techniques, such as VLBI and SLR made it possible to observe tec¬

tonic motions directly. In the 80\s. relative motion of Hie American and Pacific plates
was observed by the use of VLBI technique for the first time. With the advent of the

U.S. navigation system GPS (Global Positioning System) in the late 80's, a power¬

ful tool was introduced allowing to measure stations over hundreds of kilometers in a

relatively small time span and with an easiness unknown until then.

Today a lot of geodynamic processes and global mechanisms are well-known

thanks to the research and work performed in the past years, but there are still un¬

known areas, thematically as well as geographically. The transition zone between the

African/Arabian and Eurasian plates is one of them.

The Mediterranean region is a zone of high seismo-tectonic activity associated with

the push of the African antl Arabian plates towards the Eurasian plate. The recent

scismieity in this broad transition zone clearly outlines the plate boundaries and most

active regions. It also shows that the African/Eurasian boundary must be considered

as a wide deformation zone consisting of a complex assemblage of tectonic structures.

Geoscientists have proposed several models to explain the ongoing tectonic processes of

the Eastern Mediterranean region [e.g. McKenzie, 1972; Spakman et ah, 1988; Jackson.

1994]. One of the mam goals is to quantify the rates of recent crustal motion along the

boundaries and to determine internal deformation. The easv handling of the receivers

and the high accuracy level of the GPS system made it a powerful tool for the deter¬

mination of displacements at the Earth's surface. Severals groups [e.g Gilbert et al..

1991: Oral et ab, 1995; Kahle et al.. 1996; Straub and Kahle, 1995; Westaway, 1992].
began in the late 80's to density the existing VLBI and SLR networks using GPS.

In the past 10 years GPS sites were observed all along the major boundaries in the

Central and Eastern Mediterranean. The Calabrian and Hellenic Arc, Central Greece,
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the Aegean Sea, Marmara and Eastern Turkey were the main areas of interest. These

networks were re-observed every 1 to 2 years. This method provides information about

the deformation and motion of the plates with a better coverage than before. But the

temporal resolution was poor. The question arose: ''What is happening between two

observa Hon campaigns?'"

1.2 The KEFALONIA II project

In 1989 the project "HELLAS" was initiated by the Geodesy and Geodynamics Lab

(GGL) of the Institute of Geodesy and Photogrammetiv (IGP) of the ETH Zurich,

jointlv with the National Technical University of Athens (NTUA) in order to detect,

crustal motion and deformation along the West Hellenic Arc (WHA), the seismieally
most active region of Greece. Four main campaigns were carried out between 1989

and 1991 [Müller. 1996]. This work formed part of NASA's program "'Dynamics Of

the Solid Earth"' (DOSE). It also included the Calabrian Arc network which is linked

to the WHA network to form the so-called WHAT-A-CAT project (West, Hellenic Arc

Tectonics And Calabrian Arc Tectonics).

In collaboration with the NTUA. the Remote Sensing Laboratory (RSL) of the

Geographic Institute of the University of Zurich, and the Institute of Geophysics (IG)
of the ETH Zurich, the GGL started a new project named "'KEFALONIA II" as a

follow-up to the "HELLAS" experiment.
In the frame of the KEFALONIA II project, three different techniques are used

in order to study strain accumulation and stress release taking place in NW-Greece.

The seismic campaigns were carried out bv the IG around the Gulf of Amvrakikos

(Arta) during summer 1995 [Haslinger. 1998], The RSL group took advantage of the

ERS-1 and ERS-2 tandem missions over the area of interest to perform interferometric

SAR. Their goal is the detection of pre-, co-, and post-seismic deformation. On the

geodetic side, the GGL group established a continuous GPS (CGPS) network across

the Kefalonia Fault Zone. The analvsis and interpretation of these data are the major
topics of this thesis.

1.3 Objectives

In 1995 the progress made in GPS and computer technology made it realistic to consider

a relative dense continuous GPS netwoik. The idea was a logical continuation of the

efforts commenced 5 years ago. First, a better spatial resolution is needed to refine the

existing geodvnamic models and then a higher temporal resolution is required. The

continuous observation of GPS sites should bring a better understanding about the

dynamics of the tectonic processes taking place in the observed region.
Because of the major role of the Kefalonia Fault Zone (KFZ) in the ("entrai Mediter¬

ranean (see chap. 2) a CGPS network of about 10 stations was to be established across

the very active KFZ in order to study the strain accumulation in detail and correlate

it with the stress released by seismic events.

The detection of earthquake precursors, as well as co- and post-seismic deformation
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is of major interest. This project, should shed light on the very complex processes

associated with lithospheric motion and seismicity, allowing a bet 1er understanding of

the driving forces.

At this point. I would like to attract the attention of the reader to the relation

between the time spanned bv this project and the time elapsed since the processes

started. During my survey study, I have learned that one observation is no observa¬

tion, meaning that, we need more than one observation to cross-check the reliability

of the result. Compared with the time-scale of the earth's history, our project can be

considered as a snapshot observation although it contains more than 3 years of GPS

recording. From this point of view, anv extrapolation of these few years of information

into the past or future must be concidered very cautiously.
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2 Geodynamic framework

2.1 Tectonic framework of the Eastern Mediter¬

ranean

2.1.1 Overview

Following the review given by Mueller et al. [1997]. the Eastern Mediterranean re¬

gion marks the tectonically most active part of the broad transition zone between the

African/Arabian and Eurasian plates (fig. 2.1). Besides its tectonic activity, the East¬

ern Mediterranean is also of interest because of its complexity: based on neoteetonics,
focal mechanisms and seismicitv data, we can subdivide the area into several micro-

plates. The motion of Africa can be modeled by a counterclockwise rotation around

a pole situated near the Cap Verde Islands, resulting m rates of motion on the order

of 4 mm/a at 10°W to 8 mm/a at 40°E along the Mediterranean coast of the African

continent (fig. 2.1). Along the eastern boundary, the rotation is transmitted to the

Arabian plate with an additional contribution from the opening of the Red Sea and

Gulf of Aden. The generated northward movement of Arabia towards the Caucasus

is absorbed by a large thrusting zone resulting in the thickening of the crust and a

continued uplift of the Caucasus. The Aegean, Anatolian and Black Sea microplates
form the main collision /one between Africa, Arabia and Eurasia and are therefore

considered as the most active regions in the Eastern Mediterranean.

The present activity in the Eastern Mediterranean is clearly marked by the earth¬

quake belt surrounding Greece and the Aegean Sea (fig. 2.3). While this belt follows

the subduction zone along the Hellenic arc in the Ionian and Aegean Seas, it looses its

clear relation with tectonic features in the central and southern part of western Ana¬

tolia (east, of 27°E). In this area, seismicity is more organized in clusters. The tectonic

activity is caused bv the complex lithospheric regime which evolved since the break-up
of the Tethys belt. In a simplified scheme the formation of the present-dav tectonic

framework can be understood as a consequence of the counterclockwise rotation of the

African plate since the last 92 Ma which has led to a lithospheric shortening rafe in¬

creasing from west to east. A N-S shortening of about 1000 km was estimated for the

last 70 Ma. based on the relative motion of the Hellenic trench, a well defined boundary

between the two plates [Le Pichon and Angelier, 1979]. For the last 10 to 9 Ma the

Eurasian/African plate contact is to a large extent under SE-NW directed compression

[Dewey et ab, 1989]. The similarities between this boundary and a consuming plate
boundary (active under-thrusting of the arc. topographic trench, large negative free air
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anomalies) were underlined by many authors. While the western part of the boundary
/one is of type ocean-continental collision with subduction of the oceanic crust, in the

eastern part of the /one. the oceanic crust is alreadv subducted and we arrive at a

continent-continent collision [McKenzie. 1972].

The various regional features associated with the seismoteetonie framework indi¬

cated bv the seismicity will be briefly piesented in the next sections, thereby concen¬

trating on the main area of interest centered around the Kefalonia Fault Zone (KFZ).
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Figure 2.1: Tectonic model of the Alpine/Mediterranean plate boundary system.

Double arrows = General motion of the Arabian and Anatolian/Agegan plates.

Single arrows - Motion of the African plate as computed from an Euler rotation

(21. FN 20.rFW O.fOP/Ma). AP =. Anatolian Plate. AS = Aegean Sea. BSZ = Bit lis

Suture Zone, DSF — Dead Sea Fault. KTJ = Karliova Triple Junction, NAFZ = North

Anatolian Fault Zone, P = Peloponnesus. WHA = West Hellenic Arc.

2.1.2 Seismicity in the Eastern Mediterranean

The earthquake activity observed around the Aegean Sea. comprising large parts of

Greece and western Anatolia (fig. 2.3), has been the most conspicuous geodynamic
phenomenon in the Eastern Mediterranean region during this eenturv [Ambrasevs and

Kinkel, 1991]. At first glance the clearest seismicitv feature is associated with the

Hellenic arc forming a "semi-chele" from the Ionian islands in the west to the cen¬

tral part of western Anatolia in the east, with endpoints at a about 38°N/20°E and
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Figure 2.2: Tectonic settings of the Eastern Mediterranean.

AS =- Aegean Sea. Ap = Apulia. BSZ = Bitlis Suture Zone, CA = Calabrian Arc,

CyA = Cyprus Arc, DSF = Dead Sea Fault. EAFZ = East Anatolian Fault Zone, EFZ

= Ecemis Fault Zone, FBZ = Fethive-Burdur Zone. KFZ = Kephalonia Fault Zone,

KTJ — Karliova Triple Junction. MS = Marmara Sea. NAFZ — North Anatolian Fault

Zone, NAT — Noith Aegean Through, P-S = Plinv-Strabo Through, WHA = West

Hellenic Arc.

38°N/32°E. A closer inspection reveals, however, that southwest of the Peloponnesus
and particularly south of the Island of Crete the Hellenic aie is transected by clusters

of earthquakes which are oriented perpendicular to the arc (see also fig. 2.4). Notice¬

able is also the clear offset of the seismicity of about 220km to the NNW between the

islands of Karpathos and Rhodes which is probably due to an irregularity in the crust

and upper mantle.

North of the Hellenic arc, proceeding from west to east, the light-lateral KFZ dom¬

inates the activity in the Ionian Sea [Anderson and Jackson. 1987], The central part of

Greece is characteii/ed by two parallel west-east trending seismicity belts: a southern

one along the Gulf of Corinth and a northern one from the Gulf of Arta to the Gulf

of Evia. Three clear SW-NE stiiking eaithquake lineaments can be tiaced across the

northern Aegean Sea (fig. 2.3). They can be considered as south-westward prolon¬

gations of the strands of the North Anatolian Fault Zone (NAFZ). The northernmost

branch extends fiom the Chalkidike peninsula into the Gulf of Saros with the three

most recent larger earthquakes, namely 1975 (Magnitude M = 0.7), 1982 (M - 7.1)
and 1983 (M = 6.9). Between central Evia and the Dardanelles a second strand can be

located with the strongest recent earthquake 1968 (M — 7.2). Similarly, a third stiand

is identifiable between southern Evia across Lesvos island towards the Gulf of Edremit;

two large earthquakes happened there in 1981 (M — 7.2 and 6.5).
As seen from figme 2.3, the seismicitv in Central Anatolia is considerably lower
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Figure 2.3: Seismicity pattern of the Eastern Mediterranean in the period 1973 to 1999

(M>4.5) after USGS-NEIC (http://gldss7.cr.usgs.gov/neis/epic/epic.html)

than in the northern part of the Aegean [e.g. Barka, 1997: Seilami et ab, 1997: Mueller

et ab, 1997]

2.1.3 Focal mechanisms and derived velocities

Kinematic fault plane solutions (FPS) of earthquakes provide insight into the processes

and causes associated with the seismicitv pattern described in the previous section and

the tectonic framework outlined in the first section. They are illustrated bv lower hemi¬

sphere projections of the seismic ravs traced back from distant observation stations to

the sphere which encompasses the earthquake focus. In figure 2.1 the principal stresses

G\ > c>2 > er] are indicated (from left to right) as thrust motion (reverse faulting),
lateral strike-slip motion (non-unique, could either be light or left lateral), and rift¬

ing (normal faulting). ""Pure" deformations as described in the previous examples are

usually rare. For the region under consideration (fig. 2.4) there are quite a number of

fault plane studies available [e.g. Kirat/i and Papazachos, 1995: Tavmaz et ab, 1991].
Figure 2.4 shows good agreement with the faulting desciibed above. The distribution

of focal mechanisms of the stronger shallow earthquakes indicates thrust faulting along
the Dalmatian coast of Croatia and Montenegro. The mam shock and the largest after¬

shock of the 1979 Montenegro sequence exhibit thrust mechanisms with nodal planes

striking parallel to the coast. This belt of thrust faulting continues south along the

coastal region of western Albania and also along the western-most part of the mainland

of Greece. It, can be assumed that the above-mentioned zone of thrust faulting is due to

the collision of the Adriatic microplate with the Eurasian plate. There is no evidence

of subduction along this part of the plate boundary.
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Figure 2.4: Fault plane solutions (FPS) of earthquakes in the Aegean region (1908-
1999). Compilation by Straub [1996] (1908-1975) and Harvard CMT determinations

(http: //www.seismology.harvard.edu).

Thrusting continues southward along the coastal regions of northwestern Greece

down to the KFZ which is generally considered as the western termination of the

Hellenic subduction zone. Along the convex side of the Hellenic arc the distribution

of focal mechanisms (with depths less than 40 km) indicates the existence of low-angle
thrust faulting with the shallow dipping plane ascribed to the active fault, plane in

the subduction process [McKenzie, 1978]. The trend of the compressional (P) axis is

perpendicular to the Hellenic arc in its western and southern part, keeping the same

pattern to become parallel to the arc in the Pliny and Strabo trenches (with left-lateral

strike-slip motion) at the eastern end of the arc.

Central Greece and in particular the region north of the Gulf of Corinth is governed
by extensional focal mechanisms which interrupt the right-lateral strike slip regime
between the KFZ in the west and a corresponding segment across the northern Aegean
in the north-east. A joint interpretation of the neotectonic features (fig. 2.1) and the

seismotectonic pattern (fig. 2.4) suggests that this wide extensional zone in central
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Greece is actually representing a large-scale transtensional "pull-apart" structure, as

has been proposed some time ago by Reuther et al. [1993]. Along the northernmost

branch of seismicity in the northern Aegean (fig. 2.3) a change from dextral strike-slip
to normal faulting is observed when approaching the Gulf of Saros.

2.1.4 Kinematic models of recent deformations in the Medi¬

terranean basin

Since 1972. a lot of refinement to the deformation pattern of the fundamental tectonic

model of McKenzie [1972] was suggested, based mainlv on seismotectonic, geologic and

paleomagnetic studies. One of the methods to describe the kinematics of a region is

to use a rigid rotation around an Eulerian pole. This model assumes that there is no

deformation within the region i.e. the1 microplate for which the movement, is estimated,
is rigid. Using this method, models were developed in order to describe the kinematic

pattern of the Mediterranean. Three main features, derived from seismotectonic, ge¬

ologic and paleomagnetic data, were generally accepted in these models, namely: the

westward motion of Anatolia generally described as an extrusion resulting from the

Eurasia-Arabia collision, the subduction of the African plate beneath the Hellenic Arc

and the continental collision between the Apulian platform and the Dalmatian coast

down to Greece. While the different authors generally agree on the description of the

main motion pattern, there is still debate on the origin of the driving forces. Based on

seismotectonic data, McKenzie [1972, 1978] affirm that the westward push of Anatolia

from the East combined with a blockade formed by the relatively immobile Apulian
block are responsible for the southwestward extension of the Aegean over the subduct¬

ing African plate. Oral et, al. [1995] agree with this model to a great, extent, but, assume

that, the Aegean and Anatolia form a single block (see below). In contrast, Le Pichon

and Angelier [1979] postulate a combination of slab roll-back and gravitational spread¬

ing along Hie Hellenic Arc. resulting in the extension of the Aegean.

Newer techniques were used in the1 late '80, allowing a more direct, way of estimat¬

ing the rates of crustal motion in the Eastern Mediterranean. Satellite Laser Rang¬
ing (SLR) measurements at permanent and mobile tracking sites [Smith et ab, 1991;
Nooinen et ab, 1996: Robbins et ab, 1996] have been used bv Oral et ab [1995] and

Le Pichon et al. [1995] to model the velocity field of the Anatolian region as a counter¬

clockwise rigid rotation about a pole located in northern Egypt. The SLR solutions give
a good pattern of the regional deformation in the Eastern Mediterranean. The north¬

ward motion solution for Diyarbakir reflects the movement of the Arabian plate (19
mm/a N and 8 mm/a W). The westward motion of the Anatolian block is seen in the

solutions for the motion of Yozgat and Melengiclik. Three stations (Rhodes, Roumeli

and Chrisokellaria. Greece) located on the leading edge of the overriding Aegean plate
show SW oriented motion with rates of nearly 40 mm/a, relative to a Eurasia-fixed

reference system. The SLR and VLBI solutions for the sites north of the KFZ and in

the Italian part of the network suggest that the motion there is similar to the eurasian

sites.
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2.1.5 Results from previous satellite geodetic work in the

Eastern Mediterranean

Since 1988 Global Positioning System (GPS) networks have been used to measure1 the

motion between Italy and Turkey to assess the fine structure of the kinematic field.

From west, to east these networks are: the Calabrian \rc (CA) [Zerbini et ab, 1991;

Kaniuth et ab, 1995]. the West Hellenic Arc (WHA) [Kahle et, ab, 1993], Central Greece

(CG) [Denys et ab, 1995]. the Aegean Sea (AS) [Kastens et, ab, 1997], the Anatolian

plate (AP)'[Oral, 1994], and the Marmara Sea (MS) [Straub and Kahle, 1995; Straub.

1996]. A first combination of the motion vectors of all four networks was presented bv

Reilinger et al. [1995]. Later, a new combination of almost all the GPS data collected in

the Eastern Mediterranean between 1988 and 1997 was computed by McClusky et al.

[2000]. Based on this compilation, Kahle et al. [1999] calculated crustal deformation

strain rates for the Aegean and western Anatolian region.

The kinematic field of western Greece, relative to Eurasia, is characterized by a

negligible motion north of the KFZ, and a homogeneous SSW oriented motion of SW

Greece reaching rates of 10 mm/a. The stations in the southern part of the Aegean

Sea, south of a line from the island of Evia to Chios are all moving essentially at the

same rate of about 30-35 mm/a to the SW.

The Marmara Sea (MS) network covers the north-western part of the boundary

between Eurasia and Anatolia. The continuation of the single North Anatolian Fault

Zone (NAFZ) is divided into two /ones (sometimes a partitioning into three1 strands is

preferred) when traversing the region from east, to west [Schindler and Pfister, 1997].
The results of the MS network an1 summarized in Straub et ab [1997]. The average

westward motion of the Anatolian plate in the Marmara Sea region is 20 mm/a. relative

to the Eurasian plate. West of 27°30'E the motion turns to ENE-WSW\ Most, of the

deformation occurs along the northern zone which passes through the Marmara Sea.

A detailed description of the data analysis, the crustal motion derived, and models

constructed, is given in Straub [1996].

The results of the network on the Anatolian plate (AP) are summarized and dis¬

cussed by Reilinger et al. [1997]. The velocities for the sites located south of the Bitlis

suture zone (BSZ) in eastern Anatolia indicate NNW to NW oriented motion rela¬

tive to Eurasia (18mm/a). Stations located north of the BSZ in eastern and central

Turkey show velocities similar to those to the south of it. The stations bridging the

Caucasus mountains in Armenia, Georgia, and Russia indicate shortening across the

Caucasus (lOnim/a). Sites north of the NAFZ and north of the Greater Caucasus

show insignificant motion relative1 to Eurasia.

Sites west of the Karliova triple1 junction (KTJ) have a tendency to a more1 westerly
directed motion which becomes progressively more pronounced to the W-WSW with

stations indicating SW oriented rates in southwestern Turkey [Reilinger et ab, 1997].

GPS-derived strain rates, as presented by Kahle et al. [2000]. earthquake1 focal

mechanisms and mapped active faults shew a rather consistent picture1 of the on-going
tectonic deformation in the Eastern Mediterranean.
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2.2 The Kefalonia Fault Zone

2.2.1 Seismicity

The Hellenic arc is located between the Arabia-Africa/Eurasia collision in the east

and the Africa-Adria/Eurasia collision in the west. Here, in the Ionian islands, the

transition from the Hellenic arc to the Adriatic collision zone takes place, with the

active oceanic subduction changing te) a continental collision (see fig. 2.1). Along the

edge of the Hellenic are1 which borders the deep-sea trench, the present-day tectonic

regime is clearly compressional while in the west, it is terminated bv the KFZ which

shows strong dextral strike-slip faulting (see sec. 2.2.2).

From the seismicitv pattern shown in figure 2.3. the KFZ and the western part

of the Hellenic Arc can cleaily be identified as the most active region of Western

Greece. The KFZ is formed by a rather complex collision between the African plate,
the Eurasian plate and the Adriatic micro-plate, resulting in a relatively high seismic¬

ity. The pattern of epicenters suggests a complex interaction between the different

lithospheric fragments involved in the collision process. The region is regularly struck

by earthquakes with magnitudes beyond 6. causing major injuries. Some examples
are the Zakmthos (Apr. 17, 1893. Ms—6.4), Kefalonia (Aug. 12, 1953, Ms—7.2) or

more recently the Egion (June 15. 1995 Ms—6.2) and Ko/ani-Grevena (Mav 13, 1995,

Ms=6.6) earthquakes. The Strofades earthquake (Nov 18. 1997. Ms=6.3) was located

offshore and therefore did not cause much damages, but it can also be considered as a

major event.

The high seismic activity along the KFZ reveals dextral strike-slip movement on

SW-NE striking nodal planes.

2.2.2 Strain field

The coincidence of high seismic activity along the1 KFZ and the increase of rates between

the northern and southein Ionian islands (see sec. 2.2.3) are good indicators for a region
with higher strain accumulation. Seismicitv and fault-plane solutions for the Dinaric

e-oast region and NW'-Greece show ae'tive deformation on strike-slip and thrust faults

with a belt of NE-SW shortening going south in direction of the KFZ [Mantetvam
et ab, 1992]. GPS derived strain rates in this area also show a NE-SW compression in

spite of the poor distribution of the sites NW of the KFZ. The southwestern margin
of Greece is rnainlv associated with a compressional regime caused by the subducting
African plate along the Hellenic trench. The absorption of this motion is clearly seen on

the light-lateral KFZ, witnessed bv the large shear strain rates found along the fault

JAahle et ab, 1998]. Maximum GPS stiam values (180 nstrain/a) are found in the

aiea of Lefkas/Gulf of Arta. where the strain energy reaches a maximum of 1 mJ/m3
[Müller, 1996].

2.2.3 Kinematics

The recent GPS derived motion pattern of the region around the Ionian Island shows

almost no motion relative the stable Eurasia in the area north of the KFZ (Islands
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of Paxi, Othoni), while the southwestern part, of the Ionian Islands and SW Greece

show7 rather homogeneous displacements of about 35mm/a to the SW [Kahle et ab,

1998]. The central Ionian Islands (e.g. Lefkas, Kefalonia) form a transition zone, with

an increase of rates from the north to the south of the region. The KFZ is therefore

considered as the major boundary in the kinematic field, separating the Apulian plat¬

form, the northern Ionian Islands and Epirus from the rather rapidly moving central

and southern Ionian Islands including the Peloponnesus and SW Greece.
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3 Continuous GPS Network

3.1 Distribution of the sites

As described in chapter 2, the KFZ is a very important, segment of the boundary
zone between the1 mewing Aegean micro-plate and the relatively stationary Apulian
block. In order to monitor the1 ongoing deformation associated with the KFZ, a spatial
distribution of the GPS sites on both sides of the disturbed zone is necessary. It

is obvious that, GPS stations can only be installed on the main land or on islands.

Unfortunately, the KFZ is in its main part an off-shore system running parallel to the

western coasts of the islands Lefkas and Kefalonia down to the Ionian Abyssal basin

without, any islands on its south-western siele. The islands of Andipaxi, Paxi, Kerkira

(Corfu) and Othoni are located on the north-western side of the KFZ while Lefkas,

Kefalonia, Zakinthos and Strofades are on the south-eastern side. Although there are

some islands on the north-western siele of the KFZ, their distribution is not optimal

(fig. 3.1).
Since the construction of our own housing facilities was never a topic in the frame

of this project, we decided to use1 existing buildings and power supply equipment for

the installation of the stations. Thanks to Prof. Dr. \ eis, we obtained the autho¬

rization to use the lighthouses (fig. 3.2) scattered along the greek coast and islands.

Lighthouses are governmental buildings owned by the Hellenic Navy. In addition, they
offer advantages like their good distribution ewer the Ionian islands, the fact, that they
are all connected to the hellenic power-supply network, an almost undisturbed sky

visibility and the possibility to easily and firmly attach a GPS-antenna on the flat roof

of their administrative buildings. We ("an also expect our instruments to be secure

and accessible at any time. This is not valid for private buildings. Additional restric¬

tion is the limited number of GPS receivers available for this project. Originally we

planned to operate sen-en receivers. Thanks to the GeoForschungZentrum of Potsdam.

Germany (GFZ) who provided 5 more receivers during summer 1995. it was possible
to temporarily density our network. In the last years, we were able to acquire new

receivers and we gradually extended our network up to 12 sites. In addition to the

local network across the KFZ. data of 4 1GS stations and a station at the Dionysos

observatory near Athens are also integrated in the data analysis.
Thus the distribution of the sites can be split into three different groups:

1. Fiducial sites: we use1 four IGS stations plus one continuous station at Dionysos
to provide the reference frame.

2. Local continuous sites: all the sites in the Ionian Sea which are observed contin¬

uously.
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3. Local semi-continuous sites: a sub-network of semi-continuous stations around

the gulf of Aita. In addition to their continoirs opeiation during the Summer

1995. most of these sites weie legularh re-occupied foi a few days to a few

months later on.

19*E 20°E 2FE

454M
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35 N
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37°N

20 E 25°E 30 E 35*E

Figure 3.1: GPS Site distribution.

AMFI-Amfilochia, ANKR=Ankara (IGS).
DI0N=Dionvsos, DUKA=Doukato.

GRAZ=Graz (IGS), KAST=Kastona.

N0T0=Noto (IGS). 0THF=Othom.

SKIN=Skinan. STRF=Stiofades.

APAX=Andipaxi, ARTA=Arta,
FISK=Fiskardo. GERÛ=Gerogombos.
KERI=Ken, MATE=Matera (IGS).
PAXI=Paxi, PREV-MA-eveza,

VONI=Vonitsa
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Station Latitude Longitude Height [m]

GRAZ

MATE

NOTO

ANKR

DION

47° 04' 01.66"

40° 38" 56.87"

36° 52' 33.99"

39° 53' 11.53"

38° 04" 42.73"

15° 29' 36.52"'

16° 12' 16.05"

LP 59' 23.31"

32° 15' 30.49"

23° 55" 57.53"

538.298

535.651

126.233

976.045

511.548

KAST

OTHF

OTHO

PAXI

APAX

ARTA

ARTB

ARTC

PREV

VONI

AMFI

DUKA

FISK

GERO

SKIN

KERI

STRF

40° 31" 09.53"

39° 51" 53.47"

39° 51' 23.24"

39° 11'08.15"

39° 08' 26.28"

39° 09" 55.98"

39° 09' 43.85"

39° 09" 25.79""

38° 57* 21.96"

38° 55" 08.11"

38° 51' 50.64"

38° 33" 18.75"

38° 27" 35.61""

38° 10' 48.57"

37° 55' 51.37"

37° 39' 16.98"

37° 15" 00.30"

21° 16" 06.78"

19° 25' 15.11"

19° 22" 13.27"

20° 07' 41.36"

20° 14" 51.79"

20° 59' 15.58"

20
'

59' 13.30"

20° 58" 16.83"

20° 15' 11.92"

20° 53' 20.39"

21° 09' 53.20"

20° 32' 33.06"

20° 34' 38.45"

20° 20' 29.83"'

20° 42' 07.85"

20° 48* 29.01"

21° 00' 51.25"

742.082

L28.428

370.319

85.392

62.013

78.350

71.780

53.148

41.226

41.612

43.648

86.927

43.955

67.398

87.137

213.588

52.184

Table 3.1: Location of the fiducial sites (IGS-sites + DION) and the CIOX sites

3.2 Settings and monumentation

The monumentatiein of the sites began in April 1995 with two sites in the Ionian Sea

region. At this time we onlv owned 2 Trimble SST GPS receivers. Our first statiem wras

monumented at Demkato and the second one in Andipaxi (fig. 3.1). One week later,

the NTUA installed a Trimble SSE at the Dionvsos Observatory in Athens. With

this first configuration, we had a gooel fiducial network formed bv the 2 IGS sites of

Matera and Graz plus Dionvsos, and a local baseline crossing the1 KFZ. Two more IGS

sites were integrated later (Ankara and Noto, which started in June and September
1995, respectively) Finally, at the beginning of July, the continuous GPS network was

completed with 1 more Trimble SSi's from the GGL and 5 Trimble SSE from the GFZ.

In September 1995 the semi-continuous stations were removed and some modifica¬

tion of the site and receiver distribution was required. The main reason were hardware

failures. In order to keep an optimum site distribution, while defect receivers were

brought back to Switzerland for repair, we had to abandon less important sites. Table

3.2 shows a list of all stations occupied since April 1995.

A typical set-up of a continuous statiem is shown in figure 3.3. A full open-alive
station is composed of three main parts: The GPS unit (receiver + antenna), the data

recording unit and the power supply. The GPS antenna is firmly mounted on the flat
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Figure 3.2: Lighthouse of Andipaxi

roof of the building adjacent to the lighthouse (fig. 3.2), while the receiver and the

data recording unit are located inside the building.

In this project we used exclusively Trimble GPS material to minimize compatibility

problems. In spite of this, some complications arose during the data recording (see1 sec.

3.3) and analysis of the data (see sec. 4.2) due to the fact that we were1 using different

receivers types (SST, SSE and SSi) and different antenna types (Geodetic, Compact
Geodetic anel Choke-ring).

The data recording unit, comprises a computer and an external data storage unit.

The development in computer technologies in the last years allowed to change some

of our original concepts concerning data recording and hardware installations. At the

begining, we used notebook computers (486DX type) which were not conceived for

a continuous (24h a day) operation. Later on, we switched to small, more powerful
industrial computers which were better adapted to the rough field conditions.

The weakest, component in the station setup was the power supply. Our first ex¬

periences showed that power failures up to a few days occurred regularly, for example
after severe thunderstorms. In order to brielge these interruptions, a 12V battery with

a capacity of 125Ah was introduced as a buffer. This resulted in a, good improvement,
but the power supply remained the main uncontrollable reason of failure. At different

stations such as on the island of Strofades (fig. 3.4) and on the semi-continuous sites,
solar panels were used with more or less success.
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Station Location First

installation

Rec.

type

Remarks

w

d
0

CO

CD
u

0

Ü

DUKA

APAX

DION

GERO

PAXI

KERI

SKIN

OTHO

Doukat o

Andipaxi

Dionvsos

Gerogombos
Paxi

Keri

okmari

Ot honi

OTE

4 Apr. 1995

5 Apr. 1995

18 Apr. 1995

28 May 1995

24 Jun. 1995

27 Jun. 1995

27 Jun. 1995

18 Jul. 1995

SST

SST

SSE

SSi

SSi

ssi

SSi

SSi

Moved to STRF (17 Aug. 1995).
reinstalled (21 Sept. 1997)
CGPS station operated by NTUA

Removed (26 New. 95). Receiver

moved to ARTA then to KAST

Removed after 2 lightning strokes

(23 New. 1995)

0

• t—i

0
o

i

a

AMFI

ARTA

PREV

VONI

FISK

Amfilochia

Art a

Preveza

Vonit/a

Fiskardo

1 Jul. 1995

1 Jul. 1995

2 Jul. 1995

2 Jul. 1995

3 Jul. 1995

SSE

ooE

SSE

SSE

SSE

Semi-continuous station (GFZ), re-

mewed the 27 Sep. 1995

Semi-continuous station (GFZ), re¬

moved the 27 Sep. 1995

Semi-continuous station (GFZ), re-

mewed the 27 Sep. 1995

Semi-continuous station (GFZ), re-

mewed the 27 Sep. 1995

Semi-continuous station (GFZ), re-

moved the 27 Sep. 1995

a
0

-t—(

• r-1

STRF

ARTB

KAST

OTHF

ARTC

Strofades

Art a

Kast oria

Othoni LH

Arta

21 Aug.
1995

23 Dec. 1995

8 Feb. 1996

9 Sep. 1996

10 Nov. 1997

SST

SSi

SSi

SST

SST

Powered by solar panels

Replacement for ARTA (.ARTA no

longer accessible)

Replacement for OTHO. (LH =

Lighthouse)
Replacement for ARTB (station no

longer secure)

Table 3.2: List of sites anel their attributes. Core stations build the CION network

as it was originally conceived. Semi-continuous stations are the result of temporarily
densification of the core network Sites in the section ""Additional" were introduced

afterwards either as replacement of an already existing station or as a new continuous

station.

The materialization of the sites was achieved with the installation of special markers

as sketched in figure 3.5. The main advantages of this cemcept are1 the robustness of

the materialization, the ease of installation and the possibility to mount the antenna

always at exactly the same place.
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220V

12 Volh

higuie 3 3 T\pieal station setup

Figuie 3 4 Seilar panel installation on the roof e)f the monasten on the island Strofades
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Concrete

Antenna mounting screw

Brass head

Fixating screw

Glued brass stick

Figure 3.5: Sketch of a marker

3.3 Data collecting

3.3.1 Concept

Figure 3.6 shows a schematic representation of the elata flow. GPS measurements are1

performed at a 5s sampling rate using a cut-off angle of 10°. The choice of the cut¬

off angle is based on the value generally used for GPS observation in regions without,

exceeding t opography.
The choice of the sampling rate was a tradeoff between a high temporal resolution

and the amount of elata collected. We would have preferred a higher sampling rate1

in order to be able te) produce a better kinematic solution in the case of a major
seismic event. But the amount of data proeiuced would have been above our handling

capacities.
The elata collection was subdivided into daily sessions. The computer connected to

the GPS receivers downloads the1 data directly to its internal harddisk. Once a day, at

midnight (Universal Time1), the computer stops data-recording and downloads the dailv

data to an external hard elisk beTore resuming the transfer of the GPS measurements.

By a measuring interval of 5s. the storage capacity of the external harddrive allows

about one year of data recording. During regular visits of the stations the data are

collected either by downloading them onto tapes or by exchanging the harelelisks. The

exchange of harddisk implies the need of more hardware, and thus more money, but

the time1 and security savings against downloading on tapes was worth the investment.

3.3.2 Realization

The development of the data logging concept was based on DOS, which was by that

time the only appropriate operating system for such a task. The main advantages are

its simplicity of management and robustness but it is lacking some capacities like for
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Figure 3.6: GPS data flow.

example multi-tasking or good networking capability which would be useful to bet ten-

control and log the on-going processes. The poor telecommunication infrastructure

in the study region is the reason why the stations were not connected to any kind of

network. Wc studied the possibility of controlling our stations remotely, but, either the

technical or the financial aspect was prohibitive for realrzation.

A single program (TR-TRSF) was developed for oui new receivers, controlling all

the data collection parameters such as sampling lates or cut-off angle, performing the

time synchronization and downloading the data on an external storage device. The

TR-TRSF progiam actively controls the receiver, setting eiifferent session parameters
and requesting the receiver for data at the time interval defined bv the user.

Foi older receivers, like the SST model, which elo not support interactive data col¬

lection, we used the commercial LOGST software provided bv Trimble. Two home-made

modules were combined with the LOGST program: the TR-00H module, to download the

dailv data to the external hard disk at a specified time, and the SST-SYMC module. Its

main task is to regularly synchronize the computer clock with the GPS-time provided
by the receiver. As the names of the data file are generated using the compute1!' time,

we encountered some data management difficulties due to unsuccessful synchronization
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of the computer's clock with the receiver time. In contrast to the TR-TRSF program,

the LOGST program is passive, reading data corning from the serial port of the computer

and storing it as it, comes. The session's parameters are controlled by the receiver itself.

Because1 of the different format of the raw elata proeiuced by the1 two programs, we

had to use a more complex preprocessing stage. Since the beginning of L999, all these

problems became void as the older SST were definitely removed from our network.

Figure 3.7 gives an overview ewer the data collected between April 1995 and De-

cember 1998. Interruption in the data flow, represented by a red thin line, are1 mostly

due to power or hardware failure.

3.4 Data archiving

Data archiving is a time-consuming anel important work. Owing to the huge quantitv

of data collected (4 to 6 MB pei elav for each station), very serious organization was

requested. We chose to build a file hierare'hv with 2 levels, splitting the data in daily

directories, which were in turn orgam/ed in 10-elays groups. DAT tapes were used for

archiving purposes, in duplicate, and a copy on CD-ROM's was produced as working
basis. With a mini CD-ROM-changer leading unit with a capacity of 4 CD-ROMs, we

disposed of up to 2.5GB of data m direct access mode' for the processing. The choice of

these1 storage media was made depending on their characteristics, but considering their

life-span and the quick evolution of this technology, a transfer on new data storage

media should be made in the future if we want to keep our data available.

Table 3.3 gives an overview of our data archive. For this work, we decided to process

the elata collected until the end of 1998. but our CGPS netwoik is still active and the1

data archive is growing at a rate of about 10 to 15 GB per year.

Year FromT^ To
"

IYbr CDV Nbr tapes Size(MB)" Nbr files

1995 95-094 95-365 11 4 6'641.()6 6146

1996 96-001 96-366 16 5 9'688.16 8' 155

1997 97-001 97-365 20 4 12'558.00 9'327

1998 98-001 98-365 16 3 9739.42 5'282

Total: 63 16 38"626.61 29'210

Table 3.3: List of an hived raw data on CD-ROM's and DAT-tapes

3.5 Problems and possibilities of improvement

3.5.1 Problems

Our main problem was the power supply. A direct connection to the local electric

network proved te) be unreliable because of the regular break-down of the power and

with an even greater risk of shut-down during earthquakes, do stabilize the power-

supply we used a 12\* car battery as buffer, allowing to cover up to ten davs of power

failure. In spite of some bad surprises like e.g. the misfunction of the batterv charger.
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the solution proved to be useful. Other reasons of station failure were hardware prob¬

lems: at the beginning of the campaign, the notebook computers we used proved to

be improper 1 o operate 24h a day during a long time and some of them had display or

harddisk failure after just, a few months. While harddisk failure was always connected

with data loss, display failure made the check of the station impossible on site and

the replacement of the computer mandatory. One of the most problematic features in

the available computers, is their capacity to switch into an "'hibernation" state when

the power is too low. In these cases only a manipulation on site can turn it on again.

Unfortunately, we could not, always successfully switch-off this feature.

Software proved also to be a source of annoyance1, mostly because of the long laps
of time (3 to 6 month) between the controls on site, and the impossibility to test our

material under real conditions in our office. The distance to our campaign site led to

an improvement cycle of more1 than half a year: detection of a problem at the visit of

the station, if possible, correction on site, otherwise correction at the office and then

installation of the1 new software at the newt visit.

Also some totally unpredictable failures occurred clue to animal damage, theft,
vandalism, and bad weather. As the Ionian Sea region often experiences heavy thun¬

derstorms and rain falls, some of our stations were struck by lightnings, and another

drowned under heavy rain. We made also bad experiences with stations installed on

private buildings, some owners suddenly blocked the access to the site or ordered to

remove1 the material at once.

To summarize, our 3 main problems were the instability of the power supply, hard¬

ware misfunctionment, of different kind and software failures.

At this point I would like to present some ideas, which should help improving our

CGPS stations.

3.5.2 Single all-in-one design

First of all. our two original station prototypes were developed very quickly and using
the components available at this time at our institute, keeping back in our mind that,

this should only be a temporary solution, used to test the functionality of our concept.

But when newer GPS-reecivers for the next stations arrived, the prototypes remained

in Greece. Under time pressure, the next stations were1 installed the same1 way as

the first, ones and a 12Y battery was added to buffer the power supply as explained

previously. Since then, it was never again possible to re-concider the design of such

a station and build homogeneous units. As hardware failed, it was replaced as fast

as possible, using the available1 material. Very soon, we had an heterogeneous mix of

different computers, receivers and backup devices, causing the technical administration

of the project to become more complex, the development of a unique station design
almost impossible and the integration of the different component very complicated as

each station finally became a special solution for itself. On the other hand this was the

only alternative to collect data in the restricted time1 frame of the project.

In order to prevent a lot of troubles and supplement work in a project like this, a

better integration of the different components should be achieved and the use of iden¬

tical hardware for each station would be of great advantage but it is somehow difficult
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to realize. With the rapid development in the computer techniciues and competition

on the market, new aquired hardware was already obsolete or not available anymore

only a few months later. The only way to have identical configuration is to acquire all

the material at the same1 time. Financial funding is often missing and when a unit goes

out of service, we cannot replace it with the same model anymore as long as we did not

acquire some spare units at the first stage. In 1995, as the project, was initiated, we

were not, able to find a suitable global solution for our continuous stations on the1 mar¬

ket. The development and design of a dedicated e'ontinuous GPS station by industrial

partners went far above our financial possibilities. However, an integrated dedicated

solution built around a good GPS-receiver including a removable storage device and

a power-supply regulation is technically feasible and would be a great improvement,

minimizing the problems described above. The concept of a kind of standardized dedi¬

cated black box recording GPS data to a removable media would surely be a lot easier

to handle and would probably be a more stable than the patchwork solution used in

this project.

3.5.3 On-line monitoring

In the first stage of the project, it was considered to connect each station to our office

over a modem in order to monitor the station on-line and eventually download the

data on a daily basis. Very soon, we abandoned this idea. A standard link over

phone line or GSM was for almost all of the stations impossible either because of

the missing communication facilities or because of the bad quality of the phone1 lines.

Technically, a satellite link would have been possible, the financial restriction made

it unrealistic. However, on-line monitoring of the stations would be an important,
feature allowing the remote settings of recording parameters and the control of the

correct operation of the system. In a second step, the online elata download would

reduce the frequency of the visit of the station and allow a continuous archiving and

processing of the data on a daily basis. This would be easier than the actual proceeding
bv which a huge1 data quantity has to be processed every 6 months. Today, by the

design of a continuous station, it will be worth to reserve funds for communication

facilities. With the incoming of new low-cost communications satellites like Globalstar,

cheaper and powerful (data link with up to 2MBits/se1c against lKBits/sec at present)
communications systems will be available, making the remote control of autonomous

continuous station affordable1.

3.5.4 Improvement of the power supply and software

Some efforts were undertaken to stabilize the power supply and develop a better record¬

ing software. The improvement in the power supply was achieved in a first step by

introducing a 12V car battery in the system and in a second step by developing a

power switch-box which should ensure a clean anel simultaneous switch-off or -on of

all single system components bv low power or return of power. The development, of

this switch box stayed in a prototype stage and was never really tested under field

conditions. Software improvements were performed during the project and also used

in real conditions.
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3.5.5 Conclusions

We tried te) do our best, with the facilities at our disposal and the original record¬

ing/decoding software package was considerably adapted since the beginning of the

project. However, improvements to our solution or even a new design of the over¬

all recording concept is always possible and could bring an easier management, of the

stations and less data loss.
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4 Data analysis

4.1 General strategy

4.1.1 Introduction

The main part of the processing was achieved using the Bernese Software, an off-line

GPS processing software developed at the Astronomical Institute of the University

of Bern (Switzerland). The Bernese Software was developed "as a tool for highest

accuracy requirements'" [Rothacher and Mervart, 1996] in the field of GPS applications.
The main program includes different processing options ranging from orbit estimation

to combination of solutions using normal equation stacking.
For the processing of continuous networks, the Bernese Software was extended with

a suite of scripts and programs in order to automate the data analysis. This suite is

known as Bernese Processing Engine (BPE). It was mainly developed to allow a fast, and

automated processing of the huge amount, of data produced by the IGS network. The

BPF is a framework around the Bernese Software, which prepares, runs and controls

the different parts of the data processing. Programs running interactively with the

menu interface of the Bernese Software or automatically with the BPE are the same,

only the way to prepare the1 input tiles and to check the output is different.

Before using the BPE], the processing strategy must be defined and the BPE must

be setup depending on the user's goals. The next paragraphs give an overview of the

processing stiategy chosen and motivations to it.

The first question to answer here is "What are we looking for?"' Our goal is to

observe tectonic displacements on the order of a few millimeters per year over baseline

of 50km to more than 1'000km. This means we need station positions at the sub-

centimeter level. In order to achieve this precision, some conditions are required: we

need a good reference frame to constrain our network, we need dual-frequency carrier-

phase observations and we need good orbital parameters for the GPS satellites. As

mentioned in chapter 3.3, data from 4 IGS stations are integrated in the analysis.

They allow to constrain our network in a global reference frame.

The larger our network is the more critical is the precision of the orbital parameters.
The error c/b on the baseline between two station is directly related to the orbital

error c/r as function of the baseline length b and the distance r to the satellite. An

approximate and simplified form of this relation is given bv Leick [1990] as follow:

c/b/b = t/r/r (4.1)

Assuming a distance r of 20'OOOkm. an orbital uncertainty of 20 cm will cause an error
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of about, 0.01 ppm on the baseline which represents already 10mm on a 1'OOOkm base¬

line. Broadcast ephemeris, whic-h are the ephemeris transmitted bv the GPS satellite

itself, are not better than 3m (15 times worst than our example) and are therefore not

good enough for our purpose.

Beside the broadcast orbits, there are different kind of other orbits available since a

few years. Table 4.1 gives an overview of the main types and their estimated accuracies,
based on the analyses performed by the IGS Analysis Center Coordinator. The quality
of 20cm for the CODE predicted orbit refers to a 2-1 hours extrapolation. Given the

size of our network and the precision we want to achieve, we decided to take the best

orbits available, namely IGS Precise (or Final) Orbits.

Orbit Type Quality Delay of availability Diffusion media

Broadcast Orbits 3.00 m Real time Broadcast message

CODE Predicted Orbits .20 m Real time FTP (Internet) !
CODE Rapid Orbits .10 m After f 6 hours FTP (Internet) |
IGS Rapid Orbits .10 m After 21 hours FTP (Internet)
IGS Final Orbits .05 m After 11 days FTP (Internet) !

Table 1.1: Estimated quality of orbits in 1996 [Rothacher and Mervart, 1996].

The next question is "How should sessions be organized?" Usually. GPS obser¬

vations are organized in campaigns of some davs to some weeks, which are repeated
on a regular time span (1. 2 years). The data is processed globally for one campaign
and the campaigns are then combined in order to estimate rates of motions. In the

case of a CGPS network, we have only one but very long campaign. The processing of

all the elata in one single1 run for the campaign is not possible anymore. Instead, wc

choose to compute daily solutions, which can then be combined as required for example
in weekly, monthly or yearly solutions. A GPS session is comprising a full clay, from

midnight to midnight and builds our working unit. Data are archived and processed
in one-day packages.

4.1.2 Data acquisition and transfer

Figure 4.1 gives an overview of the different steps occurring when processing elata with

the Bernese Software. After the data collection (see section 3.3), the first step consists

m the transfer of the GPS raw data in a Bernese Software binary format. This step
can be split in two distinct parts: decoding of the1 raw data to a RINEX (Receiver
INdependeut EXchange) format [Gurtner, 1998] and transfer of the RINEX data into

a Bernese binarv format.

As mentioned in section 3.3, we used two different types of receivers and download

software in our network and this fact forced us to develop two decoding strategies, one1

for the data collected with the commercial Trimble download software LOGST and one

for our own software TR-TRSF. With newer receivers, we were able to use1 exclusively our

own programs. This allowed us to have a better control over the data flow and build

a more integrated data acquisition and decoding strategy including only one program

for each step (data logging with TR-TRSF, data decoding with TR-DEC0D).
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Figure 1.1: Flew chart describing the different steps of the data processing using the

Bernese software 4.0. Rectangles with lounded corners are BSW programs, standard

rectangles are input or output informations

Data collected with LOGST have to be1 first unpacked from the1 original memorv

dump images into the standard Tiimble DAT format using Trimble TRIM4000 software.
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Unfortunately, TRIM4000 is primarily a menu-driven interactive program and we had

some difficulties to automate the decoding process. Thanks to insider tips and some

more efforts, we were finally able to combine the TRIM4000 software with our own

decoding program in order to automate the decoding process.

In addition to the data collected from our GIOX sites, we also gathered the data

provided by the IGS for 4 continuous sites surrounding our network, namely Graz

(Austria), Matera. Xoto (Italy) and Ankara (Turkey) (see sec. 3.1). This data can be

directly downloaded from one of the IGS servers and is already available in RIXEX

format, with a sampling interval of 30 s.

Parallel to the transfer of the GPS raw data, IGS Precise Orbits parameters must

be converted into Bernese Standard Orbits (PRETAB, ORBGEN). PRETAB is used to create

a tabular ephemerides file in the inertial frame J'200.0 and a satellite clock file which

can then be used to compute satellite clock corrections for each epoch. The satellite

clock file is the result of a fit of the satellite clock information contained in the precise

orbits files within an interval of several hours (12 hours in our case) by low degree (2)
polynomials. ORBGEN reads the tabular orbit information and generates the so-called

standard orbit files containing one standard orbit for each satellites. Standard orbit

are composed of one (or more) standard arcs which is a solutions of the equation of

motion for a given GPS satellite [Rothacher and Mervart, 1996].

4.1.3 Data preprocessing

At this stage, different programs are used in order to check, prepare and cleanup the

data for the main estimation program (GPSEST). First, a single point positioning is

performed to compute the approximative coordinates of the stations and mainly to

estimate the receiver clock offsets (CODSPP). A receiver clock error of less than l//s is

needed in order to build double differences [see Rothacher and Mervart, 1996]. Based

on the code observations. CODSPP uses a standard least-square adjustment iterativelv

to compute per epoch receiver clock corrections which are then stored in the phase
observation files.

The Bernese Software uses double differences as basic observables. The single differ¬

ences are stored in files, while double differences are created in the estimation program

(GPSEST). Single (between receivers) differences are built bv the program SNGDIF using
different strategies defining the baselines(AUTO-STAR, SHORTEST, MANUAL, OBS-MAX).
In our processing, we used OBS-MAX which chose the baseline configuration bv maxi¬

mizing the number of simultaneous observations. As sometimes stations were not fullv

operational and gaps in the data occurred, this option proved to be the most adequate.
The next step consists in the screening anel cleaning of the single difference files.

The main task of MAUPRP is to detect time intervals in the data, which are corrupted
bv cycle slips, and if possible to repair the slips. MAUPRP screens the single difference

observation files, forming and analv/ing linear combinations of the phase observations.

The program uses only phase observations and is code-independent. It means that Anti-

Spoofing (A/S) does not have a direct influence on the data pre-processing. MAUPRP

consists of 3 steps.

First, the data is checked by smoothing in order to identify time intervals without
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cycle slips. The program checks if the double differences may be represented within an

interval of a few7 minutes by a polynomial of lower degree within the expected precision.

Secondly, with the data identified as "clean"" a triple difference solution is computed

using standard least-squares adjustment for each baseline1, keeping one of the stations

fixed. This solution is less accurate than double double differences, but if has the main

advantage to be almost insensitive to undetected cvcle slips. Unlike with solutions

based on double differences, only the triple difference containing the slip is corrupted

while all observations coming after the slip are unaffected. Residuals of the triple

difference solution for all observations are stored, in order to be available for the third

step.

Finally, cvcle slips are automatically detected. In a first, time1, big jumps on the single
differences level are corrected. Such slips are usually originating from the errors in the

receiver clock and are therefore common to all satellites. These1 receiver clock jumps do

not affect double differences. Then results of the previous st ep and the triple difference

residuals are used to detect and if possible correct the cycle slips [see Rothacher and

Mervart, 1996. for more details]. For each slip which was not resolved and for all larger-

gaps in the data, new ambiguities are set up, based on the steering parameters the

user chose. The cleaned single1 differences form the input data for the main estimation

program GPSEST.

4.1.4 Data processing

A final daily solution is obtained with different runs of the main estimation program

GPSEST. The calculation was subdivided in 1 main steps:

Step 1. Checking for outliers

Step 2. Estimation of a ionospheric model

Step 3. Phase ambiguities resolution

Step 4. Full network adjustment

GPSEST is used in all 4 steps, with different input parameters in order to produce the

expected results. In step 1. GPSEST. RESRMS and SERVOBS are run in order to detect

and remove outliers. In step 2. we estimate a ionospheric model, which will be used

bv GPSEST for the resolution of the phase ambiguities in step 3. Finally, in step 4, the

fixed ambiguities are introduced in the estimation program as known parameters and

a full network adjustment is performed.

Steps 2 and 3 are of crucial importance in the processing. By fixing the ambiguities
on their integer values and introducing them as known parameters in the estimation

process, we reduce the number of unknown parameters considerably anel so improve the

solution in terms of stability and accuracy. Mervart [1995] shows that the improvement
of fire solution depends strongly on the ratio between the number of unknown non-

ambiguity parameters and the number of observations available for the estimation of

these parameters (length of the session).

Step 1: Checking for outliers

GPSEST is run baseline for baseline and the residual of the least-square adjustment are

saved in a file which is then screened by RESRMS in order to detect outliers. Outliers are
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observations with residuals exceeding a threshold defined by the user. The results of

the screening are finally used by SERVOBS to remove the outliers from the observation

files.

In order to fix the ambiguities correctly in larger networks, a ionospheric model is

mandatory.

Step 2: Estimation of the ionospheric refraction

The ionosphere is characterized by the free electron density n, in units of electron per

uP and the effect of the ionosphere on the propagation of radio waves is a function of

the Total Electron Content E (TEC)

E = I „((,)c/s (4.2)

The integral represents the total number of free electrons included in a rotational

cvlinder with a cross section of Ira2, aligned along the signal path s between the

receiver /? and the satellite1 S.

The ionospheric effect on the GPS signals is split into two main parts. On one hand

irregularities in the ionosphere cause a shoit-term variation of the signal (scintillation),
which may cause an augmentation of the number of cvcle-slips because the receiver

cannot follow these signal variations and fading periods. Fortunately, this effect is

not critical in our investigation area and mainlv occur in a belt along the earth's

geomagnetic equator and in the polar regions. On the other hand, a high electron

content produces strong horizontal deviations and coirupt the ambiguities resolution

based on geometrical methods. Because of these two completely different effects, the

ionospheric refraction can be divided into a stochastic and a deterministic part.

The Bernese1 Software offers the possibility to calculate local or global ionospheric
models based on the1 GPS-observables. Given the size of our network, we opted for a

global model and used GPSEST to estimate the deterministic component of the model.

There is no possibility to model the short-term variations of the ionospheric distur¬

bances, but GPSEST offers to interpret this stochastic part as noise of the geometry-free

(LI) observable and introduce them as unknown parameters in the estimation process.

The deterministic component of the ionosphere is based on a so-called single-layer
model, surmising that all free electron are concentrated in a shell of infinitesimal thick¬

ness. The mapping function F/ mav be written as

E 1 R
Fj{z) = ~- with sin z' = 77T^7 sin ~ (4.3)

is, cos;' It + II

where

a

are the zenith distances at the height of the station, anel of the single layer,

resp.

is the mean radius of the Earth, and

11 is the height of the single laver above the Earth's surface
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Figure 4.2: Single-layer model of the ionosphere.

The height of this idealized laver is set to the height at which we expect the maxi¬

mum electron density. The TEC is derived from the analysis of the geometry-free linear

combination which contain ionospheric information only. The observation equation use

for this purpose is

/l 12

(El)

where

L\ = L\ —

cv = 4.03 •

/. • h

Ft{z)

E(B,s)

Li is the geiometry-free phase obervable in meters,

KFrns^TECU"1 is a constant (TECU stand for TEC Units with 1 TECU

= 1015/ni2 electrons),

arc the frequencies associated with the carriers L{ and E2.

is the mapping function evaluated at the zemith distance z',

is the vertical TEC in TECU as function of the latitude ß and sun-fixed

longitude s\ and

B4 = \\N{ - A^A7) is a constant bias in meter due to the unknown inital phase ambi¬

guities Ai anel N2 with their corresponding wavelength \{ and A2: if a new

ambiguity is set up for one satellite, a new parameter of this type has to be1

introduced.

The global TEC model is based on spherical harmonic1 expansions and can be ex-
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Figure 4.3: Daily maxima (red) and minima (blue) of the estimate ionospheric model

and their formal errors

pressed as follow [Rothacher and Mervart, 1996, p. 176]:

E(3<,s) = 5Z 5Z ^»misin fl("»m cos m-s ^ Ktn simn.s) (4.5)

where

n„l(n is the maximum degree of the spherical harmonic expansion,

P,nn - A(?k m)Pnm are the 'normalized associated Legendre functions of degree /? and

order m based on normalization function A(??,m) and Legendre functions

p

(him, bnm Ate the TEC coefficients of the spherical harmonics, i.e. the global ?onoshcrc

model parameters to be estimated,

ß, s are the geomagetic latitude1 and the sun-fixed longitude, resp.

We analyzed the geometry-free linear combination (L4) of the phase observations to

compute a TEC global model, with one set of coefficient per dav, of maximum degree
n and maximum order m of 5 for the spherical harmonics expansions. The height of

the ionospheric layer was set to 400 km and ambiguities were eliminated (not resolved)
before inversion of the normal equation. The most useful results of this GPSEST run

is a file containing the ionospheric parameters for a 1 day period. Figure 4.3 shows

the daily maxima and minima of t he estimated ionospheric model for the whole1 period
covered by our data (1995 - 1998). During the first months of observation, the formal

errors of the estimated TEC are clearly larger than later on. This is mainly clue to the

small number of sites available and the fact that they were spreaded over a wide area

(Matera to Dionvsos). The other two main characteristics are the pronounced increase

in the ionospheric activity since1 the beginning of 1998 and the visible annual periodicity
of the maxima. The higher values since 1998 are correlated with the increasing solar

activities, and the annual period results from the variation of the dav- anel nighttime

during the year.
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Step 3: Phase ambiguity resolution

In a third step, we use GPSEST to resolve1 the ambiguities. There1 are several methods

available to resolve ambiguities, some verv complex, some very simple but most of them

process the elata in 2 distinct steps:

Step 1. The ambiguities are introduced as unknowns in the estimation process and

are estimated as real values.

Step 2. The fixing of the ambiguities to an integer value is based on the real-valued

ambiguities and their corresponding variance-covariance information. Gen¬

erally, statistical tests are performed in order to get the integer value of the

ambiguities.

The Bernese Software offers different strategies to fix the1 ambiguities. Table 4.2 gives

an overview of the possible variants (SEARCH. SIGMA and QIF).

Rothacher and Mervart [1996] give1 some recommendations concerning the choice

of the suited Ambiguity Resolution Strategy (ARS) as function of the baseline and

session length (table 4.2). In our case, we have long baselines (100 to 1500km) and

long sessions (24h). From table 4.2 we should use the QIF or the SIGMA Melb.-Wuebb.

ARS.

Baseline length
short

< 10 km

middle

1-100 km

long
100-2000 km

short

session
SEARCH SEARCH -

long
session

QIF or

SIGMA Li&L2
QIF

QIF or

SIGMA Melb.-Wùebb.

Table 1.2: Ambiguity Resolution Strategies

We opted for the QIF ARS. which is a powerful strategy when Anti-Spoofing (A/S)
is active. Unlike other ARS QIF uses only the carrier phase and no code information,

which is the part of the signal affected bv the A/S. However. 2 older SST receivers were

included in our network from 1995 on. The last one was removed from the1 netwoik

during Fall 1997. The SST receivers are using a so-called squaring technique on the

second frequency, resulting in cycles of an half L> wavelength. For this type of data,

QIF is not adequate and was therefore replaced bv a standard wide-laning SIGMA ARS.

So. we had to split the ambiguity resolution step in 2 processes, on one hand the

wide-laning SIGMA ARS was used for the SST squaring receivers and on the other hand,

QIF ARS was applied to newer receivers.

The wide-laning SIGMA ARS is based on a sigma-clepeiident algorithm. If is run

first on the L*, (Wide Lane) linear combination (LC) and then on the Fj LC. As

the wave length of L-, is about 4 times longer than Lv or L2. the ambiguity resolution

using L5 is usually much easier. Introducing the solved wide lane ambiguities as known

parameters already stabilize the solution and allow a better resolution of the ionosphere-
free L^ ambiguities also called narrow-lane ambiguities. The SIGMA algorithm trv to

solve iteratively ambiguities, using a statistical test on the RMS of the estimated real
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ambiguities parameters, trying to fix the real value to the correct integer. Once an

ambiguity is fixed, it is introduced as known parameter in the subsequent iteration

step. Here, we chose to let the program solve as manv ambiguities as possible in each

if eration step.

QIF, the so-called Quasi Ionosphere Free ARS, processes both carriers in parallel
and resolves Li and F2 ambiguities simultaneously. It uses principally the ionosphere

free or L\ (eq. 4.6) linear combination in the resolution process.

L, = o + Ih = L> -+-

y2 7i(/i» i
- ta) (4.6)

where1

p is the1 unbiased double difference distance,

P>i is the ionospheric free bias.

c is the light velocity.

ft, f2 are the frequencies associated with the carriers Lx and F2 resp., and

ri\, n2 are the unknown interger number of cycles (ambiguities) on L\ and F2, resp.

Introducing the real-valued ambiguities b{ and b2 resulting from the adjustment,
the corresponding ionosphere1-free bias B^ may be computed. Expressed in narrow-

lane cvcles, it can be written as (A like

h = f* = B>
A±^

= —^—6, + y^rb, (4.7)
A? c fi - 12 /| - f2

Basically, the difference between the real-valued (FA and the integer (B^) Frbias is

used as criterion for the selection of the best pair of integer ambiguity [see Mervart.

1995, for more details]. Like for the SIGMA strategy, the process is run iteratively. but

solving only one Lt F2 ambiguity pair in each iteration step.
In an automated processing, difficult data sets as the ones we have often led to a

lower rate of success bv the ambiguity resolution process using QIF. Nevertheless we

obtained good overall ratios between the number of ambiguities set anel solved. Tak¬

ing only the newer receivers into account about 80% of the ambiguities were generally
solved (fig. 4.4). The ratio between the ambiguities set and solved is negatively cor¬

related with the quality of the estimated ionospheric model. A comparison between

figure 1.3 and figure 4.1 show that high ionospheric activity or error results in a lower

percentage of ambiguities solved. This demonstrate the sensitivity of the QIF ARS

with regards to the activity of the ionosphere.

Step 4: Full network adjustment

In t his final step, we produce daily solutions. All available data, including the IGS-sites.

are processed using a sampling rate of 30s anel a cut-off angle of 15°. The ionosphere
free linear combination F^ is used as basic observable. Ambiguities which were fixed

in the previous run are introduced as known parameters, unresolved ambiguities are
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Figure 4.4: Graphical representation (as a function of time) of the number of baseline

processed, of the number of ambiguities set (red) and unresolved (blue) and of the

corresponding ratio.

eliminated before the inversion of the normal equation systems. We constrain the IGS

stations on their a priori coordinates to stabilize the network (see section 4.1.5). The

mathematical full correlations between the double differences observations are handled

correctly and 2mm is assumed for the a priori sigma of the unit of weight referring
to one zero difference observation. A standard Saastamoinen tropospheric model is

used. In addition, tropospheric parameters for each station ( 6 absolute and 6 relative

parameters per day. with an a priori sigma of 5 cm) were estimated. The1 main outputs
of this GPSEST run are1, a set of coordinates per stations, and the normal equations

(NEQ) which are saved for a later combination of these daily solutions, and finally the1

parameters of the tropospheric model. Figure 1.5 shows the formal RMS of the free

network adjustment as function of the time. A comparison between figures 4.3, 4.4

and 4.5 shows that the formal RMS of the network adjustment is negatively correlated

with the percentage of solved ambiguities and correlated with the variation of the

ionospheric activity. The annual oscillation of the RMS. with a maximum in July is

mainly due to the higher ionospheric activity during the Summer. The maximal RMS

of the triple difference solution of MAUPRP shows a noisy step function with two levels

of RMS by 0.01 m and 0.02m. Between 1995 and the end of 1997, the max. RMS is

jumping from one level to the other, while after 1997, it remain stable on the lower

level. This effect is associated with the presence of the older SST receivers. As only
the worst, (maximal) RMS is plotted, we obtained a larger maximal RMS when the

qualitatively worse SST was included in the processing. SST receivers were definitively

removed bv the end of 1997.
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Figure 4.5: Formal RMS of the different positioning solutions as function of the time.

The code single point positioning solution CODSPP shows a typical maximal RMS of 25

to 30m. The triple difference solution computed bv MAUPRP shows a maximal RMS on

the order of 1cm or 2 cm, depending on the presence of SST squaring receiver in the

processing. The RMS of the free network adjustment is varying between 3 and 4.5 mm.

Due to the ARS strategy used, the RMS is correlates! with the ionospheric activity.

4.1.5 Reference frame

Positions of receivers are conveniently given in an Earth-fixed reference frame, whereas

the motion of the satellites is best described in a Celestial-fixed reference frame.

The Earth-fixed frame is designated as the International Tencstrtal Reference Frame

(ITRF) and is realized bv the International Eaith Rotation Service (IERS) using obser¬

vations from world wide networks including various techniques like VLBI, SLR. GPS

and DORIS. Due to an increase in the observations* qualify and in the density of the

networks, this reference frame is regularly re-oriented. At the beginning of this project,
we used the latest realization available at this time, which was 1TRF91 [Boucher et ab.

1996]. We changed to ITRF96 at the beginning of 1998 and the final combination of

all clailv solutions was done using ITRF96 [Boucher et ab. 1998].
The celestial-fixed reference frame used to describe the motion of the GPS satel¬

lites is called the International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF). It is defined bv a
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list of equatorial coordinates of extra-galactic radio sources adopted by the scientific

community.
The orientation of the ITRF in the ICRF is described, in conjunction with the con¬

ventional Precession-Nutation model, by a set of 5 parameters called Earth Orientation

Parameter (FOP). The BSW uses these parameters in order to bind the observations to

a common reference frame. The transformation between the Earth-fixed and celestial

frame can be achieved by a combination of rotations expressed in terms of precession,

natation, polar motion, and rotation about the Earth's axis.

The use of precise orbits should be sufficient to realize the reference frame, but its

stability is not as good as we need it. In order to get a better network orientation,

we use1 the ITRF coordinates and their associated velocities for the IGS stations of

Matera, Graz, Noto and Ankara (with some restrictions, as shown in section 4.2) and

we heavily constrain these coordinates and velocities on their a priori values. Our final

result refer to the ITRF96 system.

Generally, crustal motion is given for one plate relative to the adjacent plate. For

the Mediterranean region, it is often assumed that Eurasia is stable and the motion

is then given relative to the Eurasian plate. The motion of the Eurasian plate in

the ITRF96 system can be approximated by an Euler rotation of 0.262°/Ma around

a pole situated at 59.0X 97.1 W [after Argus and Ilefrin, 1998] (fig. 4.6). Removing
the rotational part of Eurasia from the ITRF96 velocity of the IGS sites (fig. 4.7), we

obtain a residuals motion, showing almost no deformation in Europe (fig. 1.8). This

representation is more appropriate to study the different crustal motion between the

African, Aegean and Eurasian plates.
The computation was done using the ITRF96 system as reference, but for the

geophysical interpretation, an Eurasian fixed reference frame is preferred. The trans¬

formation from one system to the other is obtained bv subtracting the rotation of

Eurasia with respect to the ITRF96 system from our solution. This process is the

same as shown before in figures 4.7. 1.6 and 4.8. using the rotation parameters already

presented above. In the next sections, all results assume a stable Eurasia.

4.2 Daily solutions

One of our main goal is to observe the motion of the different stations as function of

time. This means we want to find out how the position of a station varies from one

clay to another during the complete time period. In order to compare the coordinates

of a station for different days, the same reference frame must, be used during the

processing of all the data. As mentioned before, the reference we used was changed
for the data after the beginning of 1997. The first part of the results refers to the1

ITRF94 system while the1 second pait refers to the ITRF96 svstem. But starting from

the NEQ produced by the processing of the data (see sex-. 1.1.4), we can calculate

a set of daily solutions using the same parameters for the definition of the reference

frame. As the normal equations are already set up. the calculation of a solution for one

day is achieved very quickly using the program ADDNEQ. This allows to do experiments
with different orientation parameters and easily produce1 some variations based on the

same data set. Each daily XEQ were reprocessed with ADDNEQ to produce1 a set of

coordinates and their related covariance information for each stations and days.
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Figure 1.8: Residual velocities for the European IGS stations after removal of the

rotational part of Eurasia. Sites in central Europe show almost no motions. Large
residuals indicates sites which are not lying on the Eurasian plate, like for example
Ankara (ANKR), Turkey, Matera (MATE). Italy or Reykjavik (REYK). Island.

The first full network adjustment was achieved bv fixing the coordinates and velocity

of the 4 IGS stations MATE, GRAZ, NOTO and ANKR to their official ITRF96 values. The

position had to be extrapolated for each clay, based on the initial value for the null

epoch (1997.0) and the corresponding velocity. This first solution was not as good as

we expected. The1 analvsis of these daily solutions revealed a major problem with the

realization of the reference frame and a high correlation between discontinuities in the

position and hardware changes at the stations. A more careful examination of the IGS

data and site-logs showed that systematic errors and constraints in the adjustment
were caused by lew quality or biased elata at the IGS sites. Going back to the original
free solution (see see. 4.1.4) we tiied to find out which station was causing trouble

and wdien. Using only the 4 IGS stations, we computed for each day a 6 parameters

3-D Helmert transformation (scale free) between the official ITRF position and the

computed free netwoik solution. The examination of the global RMS resp. individual

residuals of the transformation for each elavs and IGS sites gives an indicator about

the quality of the dailv solutions and emphasized the 'bad davs" of the different sites.

Large RMS are to be found when one or more station are biased and marks davs with

problems. Larger residuals at one station indicate which site is causing trouble. On

average, the tiansf'ormation gives an RMS on the order of 3-5mm, which is acceptable
foi the size of the netwoik (more than l'OOOkm baselines) and the number of stations.

Most of the larger RMS are explained bv one or two outliers, which can then be marked
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as unsuitable for the network orientation. Some clays had to be completely removed

from the solution as we were not able to identify which of the sites was causing the

distortion. We would like to point out that due to the restricted number of stations,

this approach is only efficient when no more than 2 sites have independently biased

coordinates. Otherwise, we1 were not able to isolate the problem any more and the

complete day had to be considered as outlier. It comes out from this check, that for

the time period from April 1995 to December 1998, the only more or less stable site

was Graz. Taking this into account, we recomputed an new full network adjustment

as explained above, but using only Graz as fiducial site. In order to visualize this

solution, the resulting daily positions were plotted as function of time and carefully

analyzed (see below). This led us to reconsider the model used for the orientation of"

the network. We finally constrained only up to 3 of the 1 IGS sites in the adjustment

procedure.
The two groups of time series starting on page 16 were proeiuced using the daily re¬

sults of the NEQ's re-processing described above, lliese graphs represent the variation

as function of time of the daily position compared to the mean position of the site, A

linear fit was calculated and plotted as thicker grey line. In addition to the slope and

its standard deviation (1er), the weighted RMS (WRMS) (eq. 4.8) of the linear fit is

given in the graph.

WRMS= wÇp^ (1-8)
V 2><

where

r, is the residual / of the linear fit.

Pj the weight of the residual r, (p, = -K)

We choose to express the slope in millimeters per vear to allow an easier comparison
with results from other sources. Error bars were intentionally removed from the plots
in advantage of the readability. Only one extra figure (fig. 4.22) was plotted with its

error bars in order to give an example of the relation between the scattering of* the

solution and the formal RMS of one single day. The error bars show the formal error

of the coordinate multiplied by a factor of 15. It is well known that due to the large
number of observations (up to 18'000 for 1 day at 30s sampling rate) used in GPS

processing and the high correlation from one epoch to the next, the formal error is

underestimating the real uncertainty. A comparison between the formal RMS and the

daily repeatability (see on page 80) led us to multiply the formal error by a factor 15

in order to obtain more realistic values.

Shaded areas represent time periods during which the site was not occupied. Mod¬

ification of the station's configuration like the replacement of a broken antenna or

receiver is marked by a thick red or thin black vertical line, respectively. Each siteA

occupation mostly started with the re-installation of another receiver and antenna pair.
Thus each beginning of a white area can be considered as a modification in the station's

configuration.
The first group of time series called here 'raw' time series (fig. 4.9 to 4.28 on pages

4611'.) is based on the raw solution from the processing described before1, with Graz
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only fixed to its ITRF96 position. No corrections and no filters were applied to the

solution. It is mainly used to detect the major problems which could occur during the

processing or the orientation.

The second group of time series called here •filtered' time series (fig. 4.31 to 1.48

on pages 62 ff.) is an enhanced version of the raw solution. First, in opposition to the

raw time series we used up to 3 IGS sites for the network orientation and secondly,

corrections to the raw7 coordinates were applied in a 3 step process, as proposed by

Wdowinski et al. [1997]. A more detailed description of these correction is given later

in the discussion (page 71).
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4.2.1 Generation and interpretation of the raw time-series

The main advantage of this solution is the easy detection of outliers at sites other than

Graz which is fixed to its a priori coordinates. But on the other side, the disadvantage

is, that any errors in Graz are passed on to the entire network. Our first, observation

was that some major discontinuities and/or high scatter at Matera (Mardi to July

1996, mainly in (lie vertical component), at Note) (after June 1998) and Ankara were

suddenly clearly visible. In June 1996 the antenna in Graz was replaced anel the

resulting offset was not fully corrected, despite of the use of relative complex phase

eccentricity informations for each type of antennas present, in the network. Small slips

in all 3 components can be seen at almost every stations, with exception of Graz itself

(fixexl). This kind of global discontinuities is not a real problem and can be removed

using the proper correction algorithm like a common-mode filter (see sec. 1.2.2).

Using this solution fixed on only one station, we tried to correlate the discontinuities

at the différent sites with modification of the hardware. Each slip in the series which

could be associated with a good confidence to a hardware modification was marked as

an aseismic discontinuity. We then estimated the offset generated by these slips and

corrected fhem from the time series (see section 1.2.2). The estimation of the offsets

was done using the following theoretical approach: we computed the best fitting lines

for a piec-e of clean data before and resp. after the discontinuity, constraining the slope

to the one estimated with the largest clean data set available for that particular site.

The offset is then calculated as the difference between the ordinate's intersection of

the two lines. Practically, we used a modified but equivalent model which is easier fo

compute with the tools we had already at our disposal. Equation 4.9 states that the

offset can be estimated as the weighted mean position after, minus the weighted mean

position before the discontinuity, corrected by a slope-dependent part.

du^fn-m-ib-iTi-Fo)) (1.9)

where

dg is the offset to estimate.

T/o,7/7 we the weighted mean position before, resp. after the elise-ontinuity,

b is the overall slope, and

to, t\ are the average time of the mean position before, resp. aft en- the disconti¬

nuity.

This method is only possible if we have a good block of clean data - without, any

large earthquake or other disturbing ewent - before and after the slip. In the case of

larger gaps near the discontinuity, it becomes unsafe or simply impossible to estimate

coordinates offset. In addition to the1 sites with larger data gaps, there1 were a few cases

where this method could not be applied like for the IGS site of Graz (fixed, so we just
have a perfect linear time series), for Paxi or for Ankara and Doukato. In Paxi, due to

the hight, variability of the position and its clearly non-linear behavior, this method is

not appropriate. In Ankara and Doukato, the antenna change in July 1996 occurred

almost at the1 same time as the one in Graz. Therefore we can not separate the effect
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of Graz from the one of Ankara or Doukato. For these two sites, we had to pre-filtcr

(common-mode filter) the data in order to remove the influence of Graz. We were then

able to use the method described before. Since the offset's correction is applied onlv

for a section between two discontinuities, the estimation process is run in a sequential

manncT. The estimation of a slip in Jan. 1997. for example, can only occur when all

corrections in 1995 and 1996 are already introduced. This explains why all offsets for

Ankara and Doukato had to be estimated in a second iteration. Figure 4.29 shows the

effect of the corrections for two representative examples.
Tabic1 4.3 gives a summary of the offsets estimated for the different stations as func¬

tion of time. There1 is one1 exception in the estimation of the offsets. The discontinuity

occurring at almost all sites on Jan. f. 1998, is the result, of a change in the processing

parameters. Due to the introduction of new antenna types in our network, we decided

to use an updated version of the antenna phase center eccentricity information file for

the processing of the data after the 1st Jan. 1998. The reason is that new antenna

types were not, modele1! in the older information file. Unfortunately, the introduction

of new phase center variation models results in a discontinuity in the position. We

tried to estimate the offset using the difference1 between a set of coordinates computed
with the older models and a set computed with the newer ones. The period Jan. 20

to Klar. 12, 1998 was processed with both models. Using the1 resulting coordinates,

we computed the1 average position (horizontal and vertical) offset for each station by

differencing the two solutions. Since the phase center model for the DORNE MARGOLIN T

antenna type is identical in both solutions, we fixed the network on two stations (GRAZ
and ANKR) moiiumented with this kind of antenna. As the antennas in MATE, N0T0 and

DION are also of the same type, we have a good control over the possible constraints

resulting from the orientation of the network. The offset for these 3 free sites should

be zero. Table 4.4 show the results of the estimated offsets.

The estimatiein of the correction for the DORNE MARGOLIN T agrees with what we

had expected and is zero on average. Compared to the old models, the new models for

After

A^' & <\

49800 49900

Figure 4.29: Correction of non-tectonic discontinuities illustrated by two representative1

examples. The left part (before) shows a zoom on the 'raw' time- series, while the right

part (after) shows the -clean' time-series after the correction of the estimated offset.
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Station Time Correction | mm]
from to E-W N-S Up

ANKR1 1996-02-07 1996-06-26 0.37 1.45 0.40

ANKR1 1996-06-27 1997-07-01 1.91 -7.10 -4.27

ANKR1 1997-07-11 1998-09-01 2.48 -3.61 —5.06

ANKR1-2 1998-01-01 L999-01-22 0.85 -0.35 0.88

ANKR1 1998-09-05 1999-01-22 1.69 -1.91 -1.09

APAX2 1998-01-01 1999-01-22 -5.63 5.00 5.10

ARTB 1996-02-08 1996-02-17 2.54 2.88 3.23

ARTB 1996-04-27 1996-08-25 5.03 6.67 -5.74

ARTB 1996-08-26 1996-11-13 3.75 0.56 12.35

ARTB 1996-11-14 1997-12-18 2.92 2.08 0.58

DION 1996-10-23 1997-12-31 -4.88 6.5 I 9.56

DION2 1998-01-01 1999-01-22 - 1.52 6.16 6.97

DUKA1 1996-05-27 1996-10-01 -5.20 1.46 5.17

DUKA1 1996-10-02 1997-02-26 -4.53 1.19 -0.09

DMA1 1997-02-27 1997-08-20 -5.40 0.25 11.05

DUKA1 1997-08-30 1998-07-06 -6.18 - 0.58 -0.11

DUKA1-2 1998-01-01 1999-01-22 -5.64 4.47 3.86

DUKA1 1998-07-16 1999-01-22 -6.76 1.10 -1.70

GERO 1995-03-21 1995-06-25 12.13 - 11.93 -25.69

GERO2 1998-01-01 1999-01-22 -5.28 5.11 2.99

KAST2 1998-01-01 1999-01-22 - 1.52 6.0 1 -9.11

KERI2 1998-01-01 1999-01-22 -5.27 5.01 1.31

MATE 1996-01-01 1996-07-08 -0.36 3.69 0.00

MATE 1996-01-18 1996-07-08 0.00 0.00 -51.09

N0T02 1998-01-01 1998-07-26 -0.13 -0.34 2.29

NOTO 1998-07-27 1999-01-22 1.52 0.71 2.29

OTHF 1996-08-05 1996-12-19 -1.44 -5.68 8.92

PAXI2 1998-01-01 1999-01-22 —5.67 5.19 4.71

i
. Correction estimated with pre-filtenvd data.

2
: Correction offset 1997-1998.

Table 4.3: Summary of the offset correction applied to the raw time series. The1 offset

marked with '2' results from the correction of the discontinuity general<h! on the Jan.

1. 1998 by the use of new phase eccentricities information models.

the Trimble antennas include an improved version of the zenith-dependent correction

as well as modified antenna phase center offsets. In the older model for the trimble

antennas, no horizontal offsets are defined. The TR GE0D L1/L2 GP had onlv one

vertical offset for both LI and L2 while1 two distinct correction are found for the 4000SST

L1/L2 GEO antennas. The new phase eccentricity definition file gives a full relocation

of the phase center of all the antenna types used here. This include the the horizontal

as well as the vertical component Table 1.5 gives an overview of the offsets applied to
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Station Antenna type
Correction [mm]
E-W N-S | Up

Nbr. of

days

ANKR

GRAZ

MATE

NOTO

DION

APAX

GERO

KERI

PAXI

DUKA

DORNE MARGOLIN T

DORNE MARGOLIN T

DORNE MARGOLIN T

DORNE MARGOLIN T

DORNE MARGOLIN T

TR GEOD L1/L2 GP

TR GEOD L1/L2 GP

TR GEOD L1/L2 GP

TR GEOD L1/L2 GP

4000SST L1/L2 GEO

0.00

0.00

0.09

0.11

0.05

5.70

5.44

5.76

5.68

5.69

0.00

0.00

0.19

0.26

0.07

-5.30

-5.64

-5.12

-5.38

- 1.60

0.00

0.00

0.19

-0.92

1.78

-3.15

-1.53

-3.38

-3.10

-2.83

51

52

52

50

41

52

5

52

52

28

Average

by

type

DORNE MARGOLIN T

TR GEOD L1/L2 GP

4000SST L1/L2 GEO

0.05

5.70

5.69

0.10

-5.38

-4.60

0.15

-3.16

-2.83

Table 4.4: Offsets due to the use of new antenna phase center variation models. The

average bv type is computed using the 'Nbr. of davs" as weight for each stations.

The two fixed stations GRAZ and ANKR were not taken into account in the calculation.

Column 'Xbr. of days" gives the number of davs of data used to estimate the offsets.

The maximal RMS of the average is less than 1 mm. while it is not exceeding 2mm for-

single stations (with exception of GERO).

Phase file Freq.
4000S!

E-W

3T L1/L2 GEO

N-S j Up

TR GE

E-W

OD Ll/L

N-S

2 GP

Up

PHASEITRF.

PHASEAEGS.Oi

LI

L2

LI

L2

0.0

0.0

0.0

-3.1

0.0

0.0

-3.0

-1.3

69.2 i

67.7 !

78.0 i

74.4

0.0

0.0

1.5

-1.1

0.0

0.0

-1.2

1.7

62.5

62.5

75.1

69.2

Difference

old-new

LI

L2

0.0

-3.1

-3.0

-1.3

8.8 j
6.7 i

1.5

-1.1

-1.2

1.7

12.6

6.7

Table 4.5: Phase eccentricity information used before (PHASEITRF.) and after

(PHASE„IGS.01) Jan. 1. 1998. Value are given in millimeters [mm]

the old and new solution, respectively.

If we compare the values given in table 1.5 and the estimated position discontinuity

per antenna type in table 4.4. we see discrepancies, mainlv in the vertical component.

We note that the introduction of phase center corrections result in a translation of the

position with the opposite sign. In the case of dual-band antenna with different correc¬

tions for LI an L2. it is difficult to estimate the effect of the phase center corrections on

the position. In addition to the constant value assumed here, the models also include a

zenith dependent correction of the \ertieal offset. Figure 1.30(a) and 4.30(b) represent

graphically the zenith-dependent vertical offset. It is composent of the c-onstant part as

in table 4.5 added to a variable part. The eve-catching part of these plots is the high
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non-linear variation of the LI phase center. The maximum at about 10° zenith distance

represents a modification of the phase center's vertical position of more than J5 mm.

The L2 phase center seems to be a lot more stable. Of interest is the differential model

presented in figure 1.30(c) and 1.30(d). This can be considered as the phase center

variation characteristics of a virtual antenna. Its behavior is affecting the position m

the same way as the use of two different models. The interpretation of this virtual

model after Geiger [1988] could better explain the estimated average offsets of table

1.1. The effect of the phase center modeling on the position can be estimated using the

characteristics of the antenna. Among other things, the satellite's constellation is not

considered. But in summary, Geiger [1988] states that (a) a constant difference in L2

and LI only affects the1 clock error, which is estimated in the processing anyway and

thus does not have any effect on the position and (b) the elevation dependent offset

correction mostly affects the vertical component. In our case, L2 and LI are almost

linearly dependent, but a scaling factor // (// = 0.3) is clearly present for both types of

antenna. Scaling factors on the order of 0.5 could result in an error of several mm in

the horizontal position [Geigen-. 1988]. It should also be mentioned, that unmodelled

parameters like satellite constellation, azimuth-dependent variation (the model used

here assumes a rotation symmetrical elevation dependent correction) or site-dependent
effects can result in errors of several mm in the position. Given the characteristics of

the virtual (difference1) antenna, one can also expect a smaller error in the vertical than

in the horizontal components, which is in agreement with our estimation. The offsets

on the1 order of 3-6 mm (see tab. 4.4) can be considered as realistic.

These considerations about the use of different phase center eccentricities models

also show that, due to the installation of a new antenna, variations in the position of up

to several mm can be expected as long as the elevation-dependent models are imperfect.
Because each single antenna has its proper characteristics, even the exchange of an

antenna by another one of the same type can lead to discontinuities in the position.

Unfortunately, it is not always possible to keep the same hardware running continuously

during several years. From time to time, the replacement or update of the station's

instruments, with its associated side-effects, is inevitable.

There are finally onlv two wavs of dealing with this problem:

1. Calibration of each single antenna in situ

2. Estimation of* single discontinuities

The calibration in situ was not reasonably feasible1 in a network with up to 15 different

sites anel a set, of about 10 antennas. We choose therefore the second solution.

The results obtained with the "raw" time-series give a good overview over the main

trends. Thev were useful to detect and estimate positional offsets due to hardware

problems, but we can not coiisiden- it as clean. We need to remove1 all outliers and all

discontinuities which are clearlv not caused bv seismic events. In addition, we trv to

reduce the noise due to global effects like oriemtation or orbital error.

The implementation and results of these corrections are presented and commented

in the next section and the filtered time-series are shown on the following pages.
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Figure 4.49: Common-mode signal used to eoireet the time senies presented above.

4.2.2 Generation and interpretation of the filtered time-series

The main goals of the post-processing corrections and filtering of the raw time-series

is to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the estimated site positions and remove non-

seismic and non-tectonic effects. As described by Wdowinski et al. [1997], this can be

achieved using a three step process including a filtering technique known as common-

mode filtering. These1 three steps are:

Step 1. Elimination of outliers

Step 2. Correction of aseismic discontinuities

Step 3. Removal of global errors using a common-mode filtering technique

Dining the first two steps, all site-dependent effects which would affect the calculation

of the common-mode have to be eliminated. The last step should minimize or in the

best case remove effects resulting from orbital errors and netwoik orientation.

Wore detailed, we first remove the outliers. Wdowinski et al. [L997] define outliers as

points (a) with error bars larger than 3 times the RMS scatter in anv of the component

or (b) that deviate from the mean position by more than 3 times the RMS scatter.

In most of" the case, when condition (b) occurs, condition (a) was also true. We used

here only (a), with a RMS of 0.5mm for the horizontal and 1.5mm for the vertical

component.
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Secondly, we checked the signal for discontinuities due to modification of the sta¬

tion's configuration and estimated the resulting coordinates shift (see section 4.2.1).

Corrections based on this shift were then applied to the data. This 'clean' solution

is mainly characterized by a long-term trend superimposed bv short-term position

changes, which reflect the daily repeatability of the GPS solution. Tectonic signals are

considered to be either abrupt changes in the position (co-seismic slip) or long-term
continuous modification of the sites position (pre-, post- or inter-seismic displacement).
Under this assumption, we can coiisiden the daily variation as a long-term tectonic sig¬
nal superimposed with the GPS daily noise. The estimation of this noise (see section

1.2.3) shows a RMS which is larger than the 3-5 mm we would expect, for such a so¬

lution. Wdowinski et al. [1997] pointed out that the dav-to-dav scatter of the relative

position of any sites in his network was smaller than the one of the absolute position.
A short test demonstrates the1 same behavior in our network. This difference is due

to variation of positions common to all sites. Given the extent of our network, such a

signal can not be of tectonic origin. It should be removed if we want to interpret the

results in a site-by-site and not in a site-to-site manner. This is the next step.

Third, we removed the common mode signal from the clean solution using a common

mode filtering technique [Wdowinski et, ab. 1997]. This filtering technique is split in

the three following steps:

Detrending: Removal of the main trend by a simple weighted linear fit,. The results are

daily residuals for each sites.

Stacking: Calculate the common-mode ou a day-by-dav basis. The common-mode

for one component and one day is equal to the average of all site's residuals

for that component and that day.

Filtering: For each site and clay, remove the corresponding common-mode.

Compared to Wdowinski et al. [1997], we used a slightly modified detrending and

stacking algorithms including weighted observations. We redefined the common-mode

as the weighted average of all residuals instead of the standard average. The common-

mode can then be written as

n,)^.'-y) •'•('»
(UO)

E,=, ;>.(')

where

7(f) is the weighted average residual (common-mode) for dav /,,

S is the number of sites included in the stacking procedure

i\(t) is the residual for she ,s on clay t,

p,(t) is the weight of rs(f) computed as ps(f) — ^Ayr

For the stacking procedure1, only sites without strange behaviors mav be used. This

means every site which could be affected by pre1-, co- or post-seismic effect must be

excluded. Such a site1 could not only bias the common-mode, but it would reduce or in
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the worst case, remove the tectonic signal eventually present in the data. We should

also avoid sites where offsets due to hardware1 problems could not be removed and

sites with only a few data. But in the filtering step, all sites should bc included. The

common-mode correction may be applied to all sites, even) if thev were not involved in

the stacking step.

The optimum case would be to include all sites in the stacking procedure, but as

we have already seen, wTe have some problematic data. We choose the best possible
combination of sites using the following criteria:

1. The site is not affected by any larger seismic events.

2. All discontinuities generated by hardware problems were removed from the data.

3. The site contains data before and after the antenna change in Graz (June1 1996).

1. The site offers a good set of data without too many large gaps

In order to estimate the common-mode in an enTective way, we tried to use the highest
number of sites in the stacking step. Since it was impossible to find sites fulfilling all the

required conditions during the complete rime span from 1995 to 1998, we constructed

a kind of patchwork, including or excluding sites during certain time spans and using
different weights depending on the quality of the elata. Table 1.6 shows the stations

included in the computation of the common-mode and the different restrictions applied
to them.

Site Weight From to Comment

DIOM standard 95-04-18 98-12-31

GERO standard 95-05-28 98-12-31

KAST standard 96-02-08 98-12-31

NOTO standard 97-01-01 98-12-31

98-07-30 98-12-31 Weight of vertical component set to 0

APAX reduced 95-01-05 98-12-31

ARTB reduced 95-12-23 98-12-3L

OTHF ivduced 96-09-09 98-12-31

MATE reduced 96-01-01

96-07-09

96-01-10

97-12-31

ANKR reduced 95-06-22 98-12-31

DUKA reduced 95-04-01 98-12-31

Table 1.6: Overview of the sites included in the computation of the common-mode for

the CION network betweem 1995 anel 1998. Due to the different data quality, some

sites were underweighted by a factor of 4 (<r increased bv lmm).

In the filtering step, the common-mode was removed from all sites, with exception
of the ones fixed to thcnr a priori coordinates. Figures 4.31 to 4.48 show the resulting
cleaned and filtered time series. Similar to the raw tinier-series, the weighted best linear

fitting line is plotted in the graphs. The resulting slope, its formal error (1er) and the

weighted RMS are1 written in the left lower corner.
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The most remarkable effects of the common-mode filtering are mainly the reduction

of the scatter and the elimination of strange behavior which were present, in the raw

time-seiies (see fig. 4.50 and 4.51 for a better overview). Due to the fact, that the

common-mode filtering algorithm is sensitive to outliers and site-independent slips, we
had. in a pre-filtering stage, to correct most of the discontinuities found in the the time

series. The result is a more linear and smooth motion at almost all sites. This cannot

reallv be accounted to the filter itself, but rather to a secondary effect, of the filtering

process. This pre-filtering stage already improved the quality of the time-series.

Some features seen in the raw time series turned up to be fake motions due to

oriemtafions errors. One crucial point of the processing is the orientation of the network.

It is done using on one hand the satellite position (orbits) and on the other hand fiducial

sites which are constrained to their known coordinates. Errors in the orbits or in the1

coordinates are introducing deformations in the network orientation and can affect the

position of all sites in a systematic manner. This kind of error is removed bv the

common-mode filter and should appear in the common-mode signal. The analysis of

the latter one revealed two slips in the N-YV component (Dec. 1995 anel Jul. 1996)
which can be related to the use of a different set of fiducial sites (Dec. 1995) and to

the change of antenna in Graz (Jul. 1996). A periodical variation with a frequency of

about 1 vear can also be seen more eleaily in the last part of the scatter plot (1997 and

later). The correction of these global errors led to the removal of some fake motion

detected in the raw time-series like the1 apparent rate variation between Oct. 1997 and

Dec. 1998 at Dionvsos or the 'post-seismic' relaxation between Nov. 1997 and Dec.

1998 at Kerb It also emphasized the enigmatic oscillation found in all three component

at Paxi. The slip produced by the antenna change in Graz was also clearlv cleaned

from all time-series.

The resulting scatter plot for Paxi is an interesting indicator for the goodness of the

filtering algorithm we used. It is highly improbable, that a random correction would

have emphasized the oscillation observed at this site in such a manner. The signal was

previously corrupted by numerous slips resulting from a weak orientation and from

manv antenna changes. Onlv correction of these effects could bring an improvement of

the1 signal and the common-mode1 filter had brought this improvement. This is a good
quality-cheek of the filtering method. Due to its non-linear behavior, Paxi was not

included in the stacking process. Therefore, corrections applied to Paxi are based on

global effects estimated 1«' othen more or less distant sites and arc independent from

the observations at Paxi.

The1 improvements in the repeatability achieved by the common-mode filter are

significant (see section 4.2.3). The scatter was reduced bv a factor of 1.5 to 2 for most

of the sites. Exceptions are sites with only a few days of data. The high improvement
factor found for Dionvsos is partially artificial. In 1995, the common-mode signal
was deduced principally from the Dionvsos data and is almost equal to the residuals

computed for Dionvsos. The behavior of this site during the summer/fall 1995 was

constrained to the linear model applied for the detrending process and the scatter is

very low.

The time series show a clear difference between the scatter of the horizontal and

the vertical components. The average daily variation of the height, is higher than the
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horizontal position by a factor of 2 to 4. This is mainly due to the the nature of GPS

measurements, the satellites constellation and the effect of the troposphere. The lat¬

ter one is hard to estimate precisely and affects in first order the vertical component.

Beside the estimation of tropospheric parameters as additional parameters in the GPS

processing, various methods to determine the tropospheric zenith path delay were pro¬

posed [c.g Biirki et ab, 1995; Glaus et ab. 1995: Sierk et ab, 1998]. In order to get an

estimation of the tropospheric zenith path delay uncorrected to the GPS observation,

we need independent measurements. Instruments like water vapor radiometers or solar

spectrometers could be useful to determine the tropospheric effects, but these tech¬

niques are complex and require too much work to be integrated in a GGPS network

like ours The estimation of tropospheric correction during the GPS processing is the

only realistic possibility. The daily repeatability of the vertical component could be

improved by the introduction of better zenith path delay corrections.

We conclude that the displacement of the sites is linear and steady. Even at Keri,

where the motion was interrupted by a seismic event, we do not see any clear long-term
deviation from the overall linear model, with exception to the co-seismic slip during
the earthquake. While the horizontal position can be varying quickly (up to 24 mm/a
at Dionysos), no sites really show significant continuous vertical motion. The average

vertical position variation ewer L year is never higher than a few millimeters.

4.2.3 Repeatability and statistical considerations

Figures 4.52 and 4.53 show a statistical estimation of the dailv repeatability of the

position From the time scries, we obtain a good overview ewer the noise of t he GPS

solution, but it is difficult to quantify the magnitude of its level.

The histograms of figures 4.52 and 4.53 represent the distribution of the detrended

residuals for all three component of 4 representative stations. The computation of figure
4.52 is based on the "raw* solution without any correction and unfiltered while in figure
1.53 the discontinuities due to station's problems (see sex-. 4.2.1) where removed and

the data were filtered using the common-mode filter. The number of observations used

to compute the histogram varies between 600 and 1200. Given the type and number of

observations, we expect a normal distribution centered at zero as long as the assumed

linear model is realistic. The best-fitting normal distribution is plotted as a thick red

curved line. It can be seen that in all the cases, except for one. the distribution of

the residuals can be considered as a normal distribution. A comparison between figure
1.52 and 1.53 clearly shows that the filtering improves the repeatability by a factor of

more than 2 as long as the1 station's motion can be represented approximative!}' by the

simple linear model we used here1. Table 4.8 gives an overview of the improvement in

the daily repeatability following the filtering process.

The only exception in figures 1.52 and 4.53 is the station Keri. It can be explained

by a discontinuity in the position due to the Strofades earthquake (sex1 sec. 1.3). The

histogram for the X-S residuals of Keri is overlaid by a fiat curve resulting from the

second smaller maximum seen at about -13mm. Comparing this plot with the time

series of Keri (figure 1.17), we see how the slip in Xew. 1997 had been emphasized
in the histogram, and the offset's size in the time series can be read more easily.
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The discontinuity in the east component is not so obvious, but the asymmetry of the

histogram with a small maximum near -10 mm can reflect the c-hanges in the east,

component of the1 time series.

Table 1.7 gives a summary of the ratio between the mean of the formal errors

estimated by the Bernese Software and the 1-sigma interval evaluated from the dis¬

tribution of the detrended residuals of the filtereel time series shown on page 62 and

following. As seen from the last line of the table, the formal RMS estimated by the

BSW cannot be interpreted as absolute1 values but rather give an indication about the

goodness of the solution in a relative sense. For the kind of observation's schedule we

choose, we see from the differences between the standard deviation of the histogram
and the formal RMS of the BSW that the formal RMS must be multiplied by about a

factor 15 for the horizontal components and by a factor 10 for the vertical component

to be compatible with the values obtained by the analysis of the daily repeatability.
The same comparison using raw time series yield a factor which is slightly larger for

the horizontal components (20) but almost equivalent, for the height.

Station
Chisto

East

ratio <Aisto

North

rms ratio «Austo

Up
rms ratio

AMFI 2.81 0.19 14.79 2.94 0.23 12.78 | 8.29 1.33 6.23

APAX 2.53 0.16 15.81 2.03 0.20 10.15 5.92 1.06 5.58

ARTA 2.31 0.23 10.17 3.33 0.28 11.89 11.78 1.81 6.51

ARTB 2.12 0.17 12.47 ! 1.98 0.21 9.13 7.46 1.27 5.87

ARTA1 3.68 0.17 21.65 3.82 0.20 19.10 14.35 1.31 10.95

ARTC 1.93 0.17 11.35 1.81 0.21 8.62 7.65 1.11 6.89

DION 1.89 0.L9 9,95 2.16 0.21 10.29 5.30 L.15 1.61

DUKA 2.16 0.18 12.00 1.98 0.21 9.43 6.14 1.24 5.19

FISK 2.29 0.19 12.05 1.82 0.25 7.28 8.59 1.57 5.47

GERO 2.13 0.16 13.31 1.47 0.20 7.35 4.73 1.20 3.94

KAST 1.67 0.20 8.35 1.54 0.24 6.42 6.94 1.41 4.92

KERI 1.15 0.16 25.94 4.82 0.21 22.95 7.75 1.L5 6.74

OTHO 5.17 0.18 30.39 4.03 0.22 18.32 13.03 1.50 8.69

OTHF 2.39 0.16 14.94 2.60 0.20 13.00 6.75 1.15 5.87

PAXI 3.36 0.1 G 21.00 i 1.93 0.19 25.95 8.79 1.12 7.85

PREV 5.05 0.17 29.71 3.54 0.22 16.09 10.21 L.30 7.85

SKIX 2.95 0.19 15.53 4.07 0.24 16.96 7.89 1.42 5.56

STRF2 3.86 0.18 21.41 23.01 0,25 92.16 19.11 1.48 12.91

VON12 4.57 0.19 24.05 3.67 0.24 15.29 19.60 2.00 9.80

Mean 2.88 0.18 16.41 2.87 0.22 13.29 iPaat 1.30 6.10
1 Combination o

-' ART,V and A.RTB. a^ in the1 time senios.
2 Station not inc udeA in the c« lculation of th e1 mean.

Table 1.7: Comparison of the mean of the formal errors computed by the Bernese

Software (rms) anel the variance of the distribution of the detrended position (crhlht0).
The ratio between <Thlst0 and rms for one component is given in the1 third sub-column

(ratio). The last line shows the mean of each sub-columns.
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Station
WRMS before WRMS after improvement p

E-W N-S Up E-W N-S Up E-W N-S Up

AMFI 3.20 4.94 9.51 2.67 2.82 7.89 1.20 1.75 1.21

APAX 3.41 1.49 8.31 2.23 1.93 5.18 1.53 2.33 1.52

ARTA 3.22 1.06 19.39 2.27 3.17 11.29 1.42 1.28 1.72

ARTB 3.21 3.96 10.11 1.92 1.89 7.22 1.67 2.10 1.10

ARTC 2.23 2.16 7.27 1.88 1.70 7.13 1.19 f. 27 1.02

DION 1.66 4.56 11.27 1.75 1.92 4,99 2.66 2.38 2.26

DUKA 4.43 1.17 10.83 2.07 1.89 6.11 2. L4 2.21 1.77

FISK 3.50 2.62 8.86 2.20 1.71 6.96 1.59 L.53 1.27

GERO 4.47 4.29 10.28 2.02 1.40 4.61 2.21 3.06 2.23

KAST 2.86 1.15 11.89 1.58 1.50 6.63 1.81 2.77 1.79

KERI 4.85 7.81 10.02 4.11 4.81 7.39 1.18 1.62 1.36

OTHF 2.71 2.91 8.94 2.31 2.14 6.33 1.17 1.19 1.41

PAXI 1.12 7.23 10.70 3.3 i 1.94 8.61 1.32 1.46 1.24

PREV1 3.70 3.30 7.54 4.57 3.32 9.11 0.81 0.99 0.83

SKIN 3.39 4.26 12.96 2.85 3.90 7.45 1.19 1.09 1.71

STRF 3.51 17.05 15.96 3.28 16.71 11.90 1.08 1.02 1.34

VONI1 3.2 i 3.18 17.03 1.35 3.41 18.01 0.74 0.92 0.94

Mean 3.6Ï~1 5.24 11.09 2.13 3.52 7.33 61.2% 55.4% 64.1%
1
site not include d in the compu tation o

'

the me'an (toc few data)

Table 4.8: Improvement of the daily repeatability after the1 filtering process. WRMS

is the weighted variance of the residual's distribution before anel after the filtering,
respectively.
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Figure 4.52: Comparison of the daily repeatability in the 3 components for 4 different

stations before the common mode filtering and correc-tion of the slips.
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Figure 4.53: Comparison of the dailv repeatability in the 3 components for 4 different

stations after the common-mode filtering and correction of the non-tectonic offsets as

discussed in section 1.2.2.
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4.3 Kinematic solutions in case of major seismic

events

Between Spring 1995 and the end of 1998, there was one seismic event in the vicinitv

of our network which can be considered as a major event: the StrofadesA earthquake.
This event, is reported by the National Earthquake Information Cent« to have occurred

on Nov. 18. 1997 at, 13h07 UTC and was located at 37AMAN 20°39'E. The magnitude
of this event was estimated at Ms=6.1.

This earthquake occurred in an area located between the two CGPS sites of STRF

and KERI (fig 1.51). The time series for these two stations clearlv show a discontinuity

38° 00'

37° 30'

SKIN

Zakinthos

KlERI
I J

Nov. 18, 1997Ms=6.3

S

* **J&

STRF

othrA. ArAA

APA3*\«C u, . ^ASvA^

DUK^A^.A^^1
_> -v AÄsnrr***J0ioN

km

10

20 30' 21° 00'

20

21° 30'

Figure 4.54: Situation of the1 Strofades earthquake (Ms 6.4) in comparison with the

location of the continuous GPS stations. The box in the insert shows the region covered

bv the map. The fault plane solution and location is taken from the Harvard CMT

Catalog (hfti)://www.seismologv.harvard.edu/CMTsearch.html)
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in the position which can be undoubtedly associated with the Strofades earthquake. At

Ken, we have detected a co-seismic slip on the order of 17mm in the N-S and 12 mm

in the PAW direction. Because the station STRF, which was more disturbed bv the

Strofades event, was not operating on November 18. 1997, we1 decided to stuclv the

next closest station KERI more carefully for 5 days centered around Nov. 18. 1997.

The BSW can be used to compute a kinematic solution for a given baseline as long

as the displacement of the stations is not exceeding a few centimeters. Unfortunately,

a full network kinematic computation is not possible. Given the available data, we1

choose to generate a kinematic solution for the baseline Keni-Paxi, assuming that, Paxi

was not affected by the earthquake. Figure 1.55 shows the solution for the time Nov.

17, OhOO UTC to Nov. 20. 24h00 UTC. We used a data sample of 30s, solving for each

epoch.
We expected to see a clear jump in the solution, but the RMS for such a kinematic-

solution is high (10-20mm). It is on the same order as the1 signal we wish to detect.

With this solution we1 have a better teniiporal resolution, but, a degradation of the

accuracy which does not allow to clearly detect the effect of the earthquake, In order

16-NOV-97 17-NOV-97 18-NOV-97 >19-NOV-97 20-NOV-97 21-NOV-97

100 r-l~TT-TT^TT~Tr^TI p-f |- ." , i I I I I I M-
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E
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ü
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o
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HI'll'll'ilniiiHt

Slope: -6.51 +- 0.26mm/a
'

Sigma: 15.01mm1 i

ll'l|l|| ||l|"||||'|',l||||,||l|ll||t' '
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" iVi^LL., 1.1.,,, .1 I
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Figure 4.55: Kinematic solution for the baseline KERI-PAX1. The solution includes

two days before and after the earthciuake. The star marks the earthquake (New. 18,
1997 13h07 UTC). The thicker red lines correspond to the linear best fit for the data

before, respectively after the earthquake. The parameters of the linear lit are givem in

the upper-left (before) and lower-tight (after) part of the graph.
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to quantify the jump due to the earthquake, we calculated a linear best, fit for the data

before and after the event, (thick red line in figure 4.55). The offset, of the two lines is

on the order of 6mm for both components. For the north component, this is not, even

half the si/e of the signal shown in the time1 series of figure 1.47. The east component

is in better agreement but still smaller than seen in the overall solution. The two clays
linear fit, shows an increase of displacement rates to the south after the earthquake.

This might compensate for the smaller co-seismic offset calculated from the kinematic

solution.

The interpretation of both figures, faking the different rates (slopes) into account.

suggests that, the earthciuake was preceded by a reduction of the morion to the south,

which was resumed by the earthciuake. In other words, the southward motion of the

station was blocked during a few weeks before1 the earthciuake (fig. 4.47 shows a flatter-

curve between 1997.75 and 1997.9) and the earthciuake released the locking. The post-

sensmic period seems to be marked by a return to the pre-seismic stage.
Given the high RMS of the kinematic solution, this interpretation is not proven.

Unfortunately we do not have any other similar elata se4 allowing an independent,
control of this assumption. Newertheless, the results show that a kinematic solution

has a noise about, 10 times bigger than a classical daily solution and is not adequate to

defect displacements smaller than a few centimeters. In our case, the signal produced

by the earthciuake is not strong enough to be interpreted with a good confidence.

This trial demonstrates that the software used today does not allow us to get

a kinematic solution with enough accuracy. One goal of this project, was to get a

better temporal resolution, including a possible high rate of observation in case of a

major seismic event. We did not use the full potential of our data stA here, but the

computation needed for this solution using a 30 sec. observation's sampling rate was

already demanding. It is unlikely that, a highen- sampling rate would bring a better

accuracy, as the computation of the coordinates is clone independently for each epoch.

Therefore, using the 5s sampling rate would only slow down the processing without,

bringing any additional useful information.

The actual state of GPS processing software (at, least, the Bernese Software 4.0)
does not allow to fulfill the goal we tried to reach in case of a major seismic event, as

long as the magnitude of the co-seismic displacement does not exceed the noise of the

kinematic processing.
The time scries for the vertical component, at Keri (fig. 4.17) can be interpreted

in correlation with the Strofades earthquake as follows: The1 main trend before the

earthquake is marked by a small subsidence of about 5 mm/a. The earthquake is

accompanied by an uplift of about 8 mm, which seems also to occur partially during a

few clays after the1 event. The post-seismic period (1998) shews an inversion of the main

trend and the site is mewing upward at a rate of about 5 mm/a. Spakman et al. [1993]
states that the deepen- part of the descending slab is detached from the subducting
African plates except near the island of Crete and east, of it. The detachment, of the

slab could induce a release in the forces pulling clown the African plate, resulting in an

uplift of the upper part of the subducting plate. Under this point of view, we can argue

that, the earthquake at Strofades is an indicator for such a process. In the pre-seismic

stage, the crust is pulled down under the action of the sinking slab. A rupture occurred,

releasing the pull-down effect and the crust popped up. The1 post-seismic period is then

marked by a relaxation of the crust and a continuous slow uplift is observed.
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5 Kinematic model

5.1 Overview

In general, the classical form of representation of crustal motion in terms of a velocity

field is of great interest. Time series as presented in the previous chapter are well suited

to study the behavior of one site in detail, but it is difficult to get a global view of the

relation between the different stations. In this chapter, we present the vélocités as they
were computed based on the filtered time series. The BSW also allows the estimation

of velocities, but it was not possible to take care of all the corrections presented in sec.

4.2.2. We therefore preferred to rely on the estimation including the offset corrections

and common-mode filtering. The velocity was calculated as the slope of a weighted
linear best fit in the sense of a least squares estimation. The error corresponds to the

a posteriori RMS of the slope.
Table 5.1 gives numerically the solutions computed using this method, including

uncertainties. By estimating the velocity from the time series, we could not, rigorously

compute the correlation. It was therefore set to zero. However, the velocities estimated

with the BSW, where the full eovariance information is available, have shown only
small correlations (max. 0.1) between the différent components of the velocity vector,

suggesting that our assumption of uncorrelated components is acceptable.
In addition to the estimation of a velocity field, time series allow the representation

of crustal motion in forms of trajectories. Using the day to day variation of the position,
we can integrate the small displacements and. for each epoch, plot the "real'' position
of the station. In comparison to velocities, it has the advantage to give a better view

of the time-dependent variations of position without giving up the global overview like

with the time series.

5.2 Velocity field

Figure 5.1 depicts the velocity field based on the filtered time series. The rates of

motion of the stations Keri and Strofades were computed using only the data available

before the Strofades earthquake (Nov. 18. 1997). In figure 5.2, all available data,

including those after the Strofades earthciuake1, were used to generate the velocity field.

The foi mal errors resulting from the linear fit were multiplied by a factor 5 in order to

obtain more realistic uncertainties. From the estimation of the dailv repeatability (sec.
4.2.3) we can assume that the coordinates are better determined than 3mm. Using
4 years of data to compute tin1 velocity, we expect uncertainties on the order of 0.5
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Station
Position [deg]
Lon. [ Lat.

Rates

E-W

mm/a]
N-S

Error [mm
E_W j N-S

/a]
Corr.

GRAZ

MATE

ANKR

NOTO

DION

15.193

16.704

32.758

14.990

23.933

17.067

10.6 19

39.887

36.876

38.079

0.9

0.9

-19.1

0.9

-12.8

0.4

1.8

0.8

5.1

-22.8

0.00

0 00

0.10

0.02

0.05

0.00

0.00

0.07

0.01

0.06

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

KAST

OTHF

PAXI

ARTB

APAX

PREV

VONI

AMFI

DUKA

FISK

GERO

SKIN

KERI'

KERI2

KERI3

KERI'

STRF1

STRF'

21.269

19.429

20.128

20.987

20.249

20.753

20.889

21.165

20.343

20.577

20.342

20.702

20.808

20.808

20.808

20.808

21.014

21.014

40.519

39.865

39.236

39.162

39.111

38.956

38.919

38.861

38.564

38.160

38.180

37.931

37.655

37.655

,h .bob

37.655

37.250

37.250

0.7

1.6

L.2

-4.1

2.7

3.0

-3.1

-1.8

- 1.3

-3.5

-4.1

-7.3

-11.1

-15.7

-12.0

-16.9

-15.1

-li.l

-1.1

3.1

1.6

— 5.5

4.1

3.7

-10.3

-3.1

-4.3

-4.8

-2.3

-10.5

- L 1.6

-15.2

- 1 1.1

-21.3

-16.2

-29.2

0.09

0.15

0.10

0.18

0.11

7.70

8.11

0.33

0.08

0.5 1

0.09

0.33

0.11

0.32

0.08

0.13

0.39

0.47

0.08

0.16

0.15

0.17

0.10

5.52

6.41

0.36

0.08

0.36

0.06

0.50

0.12

0.28

0.06

0.14

0.32

3.63

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

t).(K)

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1 Used only data before the Strofades earthciuake (Nov 18, 1997)
2 Used only data after the Strofades earthciuake (New 18. L997)
] Co-seismic slip at Keri corrected, use all elata
1 Used data including the StrofaeAs earthciuake

Table 5.1: Rates of motion estimated using the filtered-solution. The errors were

computed as the standard deviation of the linear fit. The correlation could not be

estimated.

to Imm/a. However, sites like Dionvsos (DION) or Doukato (DUKA) show 5 to 10 time

smaller formal errors. The small formal error estimates are elue to the high teniiporal
correlation of the dailv solutions. We have also to note that the estimation of the

formal enror is strongly dependent on the number of davs uscnl for the linear fit and

also on the distribution of the observations. A few weeks of observation separated by
a large rime span give a much more reliable estimate of the velocity than 3 continuous

months of data. This can be clearly demonstrated bv comparing Prevc/a (PREV) and

Fiskardo (FISK) in table1 5.1. Prewe/a was only observed during the Summen-1995, while

Fiskaido was additionalv re-oeeupie^l for a few days 2 years later. The improvement is

obvious.
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The velocity field relative to Eurasia reveals four main areas. (I) The northern part

of Greece (KAST) shows no significant motion, indicating that, this region is probably
bound to the Eurasian plate. (2) The area north of the the KFZ (OTHF, PAXI, APAX)

is moving slowly to the NNE with rates of 3 to 5mm/a. (A) The region east, of the

KFZ is characterised by a SSW trending displacement with rates of 5 mm/a around the

Gulf of Arta (ARTB, AMFI), in Lefkas (DUKA) and Kefalonia (FISK, GERO), increasing

gradually to a maximum rate of 23mm/a in Strofades (STRF). (4) With a rate of

25mm/a to the SSW, Dionvsos (DION) is representative for the velocity we expect to

found in the1 central Aegean.

Even if the time series of Paxi shows large variations compared to a linear model

(fig. 4.37). the velocity estimated over 4 vears can be considered as representative1 for

the general motion of this station. The velocity obtained for the (Tose site of Andipaxi

(APAX) is in good agreement with the one of Paxi, confirming our assumption.

A direct comparison with previous results is difficult, since the reference frames

are often not identical. However, previous studies [Müller, 1996: Noomen et ab, 1996;

Cocard et ab, 1999] are generally in good agreement with our results. The velocity field

we present here shows a very coherent pattern of motion for the sites in the northern and

central Ionian Island, clearly indicating that this area forms the transition zone between

the Apulian platform, northern Epirus and western central Greece. The kinematic field

of the northern Ionian Islands (area (2)) is clearly separated from the one in the central

and southern Ionian Islands (area (3)) by the NNE-SSW-striking KFZ. Both groups

show comparable rates, oriented nearly parallel to the fault, but in opposite direction,

ddie dextral sense of the KFZ is thereby cleaily witnessed.

The sites of OTHF, PAXI, and APAX show a coherant motion of 4 to 5mm/a toward

the NNE, almost perpendicular to the coast line. These rates are comparable to the

official ITRF solution for Matera (5 mm/a N. 1 mm/a E relative to Eurasia) and sug¬

gest that these 4 sites are lying on the1 Apulian platform. Based on seismic- moment

tensor summation, Papazachos and Kirat/i [1996] have estimated the rate of shortening
between Apulia and Epirus to 5mm/a, oriented perpendicuar to the coast, whielr is

in very good agreement with our results. In contrast. Cocard et al. [1999] obtain a

more NNW to W trending motion for the sitt^s in this region, with rates ranging from

4 to 7mm/a. However from the trajectories presented bv Cocard et al. [1999], the two

sites of Paxi and Othoni show mostly north direc-fed displacement since 1995. which is

in better agreement with our results. The othen small discrepancies are probably clue

to the different strategy, data set and time window used for the computation of the

vetocities

Haslinger et al. [1999] have suggested that the Akamania block, bordered by the

Gulf of Aria to the north, the Katotma Fault Zone to the west and the Island of Lefkas

to the west, is separating from central Greece, resulting in a sinistral-type of displace¬
ment, along the eastern boundary. In their study. Cocard en al. [1999] have found some

evidence, corroborating this suggestion. The velocity of the1 3 sites surrounding this

region (ARTB, AMFI and DUKA) does not cleailv confirm the presence of a SSW mewing
block. The velocity obtained for Vonitsa (see tab. 5.1. VONI). which lies inside the

boundaries described before, is shewing a larger south component, (10 mm/a) which

would confirm the solution by Cocard et al. [1999]. But given the error margin due
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Figure 5.1: Velocities relativ to Eurasia estimates! on the base of the common-mode

filtereel time-senies from Apr. 1995 to Dec. 1998. The estimation for KERI and STRF

does not include the data aft en the Strofades earthciuake (No\. 18. 1997)

to the small observation time (see fig. 3.7). we cannot trust this value. However, the

strain tales obtained along the Katouna Fault Zone1 (see1 sex-. 6.3.2) show a sinistral

shearing, which is compatible with the suggestion made bv Haslinger et ab [1999].

Moving further south, the sites in Lefkas and north Kefalonia show clear SSW

motion of 4 to 5mm/a and are therefore clearlv on the Aegean side of the KFZ.

According to regional geological and tectonic descriptions all the sites south of the

KFZ are lving on Ihe Pre-Apulian /one, which is separated from the Ionian Zone in

the east bv the Ionian thrust. Accordi et al. [1998] also suggest that the Lixoun

Peninsula, where Gerogombos (GERG) is found, is cut from Kefalonia by the Enos and
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Figure 5.2: Velocity relativ to Eurasia estimated on the base of the common-mode

filtered time-series from Apr. 1995 to Dec:. 1998. The estimation for KERI and STRF

does include the data after the Strofades earthquake (Nov. 18. 1997). The error ellipse

for STRF is not plotted, since it became unrealistcally large.

Atheras thrust. This complex setting forms a transition zone between the Aegean

microplate in the east and the Apulian block in the west. The difference of velocity
observed between GERO and both FISK and DUKA is suggesting that in the transition

zone, the fast motion of the Aegean is absorbed stepwise1 by a system of thrust faults

oriented more or less N-S and running through the central Ionian Islands. The increase

of motion between in Zakinthos (SKIN, KERI) and Strofades (STRF) indicates that the

southern Ionian Islands are less involved in the transition process. A striking feature of

the velocity field south of Lefkas is the high gradient found between the site of GERO,
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SKIN, and KERI. We observe an increase of the displacement rates from 5 mm/a at GERO

to 18mm/a at KERI. On Zakinthos, the difference between the north and the south

tips of the island amounts to 6mm/a over a distance of 30km. This corresponds to a

strain rate of 200nstram/a. The high seismic activity confirms the strong foices acting

m the region. This was also witnesses! bv the historical Zakinthos earthquake (Apr.
17. 1893, Als—6.4), which destroyed the town of Zakinthos completely. In the1 recent

past, strong earthquakes have regulary occurred in Zakinthos and Kefalonia.

Compared to previous solutions. Dionysos shows generally a smaller velocity. Co-

card et al. [1999] have estimated a rate1 of 30mm/a, and Noomen et al. [1996] using
a combination of SLR and GPS measurements, obtained a velocity of 28 mm/a. Our

present solution gives 23mm/a. As stated above, these small différences are probably
due to the different analysis procedures and time windows used to estimate the rates

of motions.

Another source of errors in the estimation of velocity is the neglect ion of co-seismic

effects. Studies cited aboved generally do not account for possible abrupt, displacement
due to earthquakes. In the case of the Strofades earthquake, we can clearly obsenve1

how ii co-seismic slip can affect, the estimation of a venocitv vector. Figure 5.2 depict
the velocity field computed with all the available data from spring 1995 to December

1998. The motion of the two sites KERI and STRF was disturbed by the large seismic

event of November 18. 1997.

Due to large gaps, the1 data set recorded at STRF can be compared 1o a data set

collected during 5 campaigns spread ewer 2 years. The velocity obtained using only the

measurements before the Strofades earthquake fits well in the global pattern. Qualita¬

tively, it is comparable to estimations achieved with "standard campaign" data. The

earthquake clearly influence1 the result. The N-S component of the new velocity vector-

is increasing from 16 to 29 mm/a in south direction. This is an increase of 8()Ve. The

site of KERI was also affected bv the earthquake and an increase of the rate is clearlv

visible, even if less conspicuous than at STRF. The misons for the smaller difference

are the smaller co-seismic displacement observed at KERI and the larger data set used

in the computation of the velocity. Phis example shows hew an eaiiheiuake can induce

a large variation of velocity ( 15A increase for KERI and 80A for STRF).
In the case of the1 Strofades earthciuake, we wene able to cleailv identify and quantify

the co-seismic slip at KERI. This allows then the correction of the co-seismic effect and

the estimation of the inter-seismic velocity. Using a solution based on campaigns, we

cannot estimate the co-seismic slip with so much confidence. In the example shown

here, neglecting the correction of the co-seimic slip results in an enror of about, 50%.

5.3 Trajectories of crustal motion

Figure 5.3 depicts the trajectories of motion of the (TON sites. The differential posi¬
tions were computed using the filtereel data between 1995 and 1998. It was additionaly

smoothed using a running median filter with a window width of 5 days. The scale

of the trajectories is 1:2. The gemeral pattern of motion described bv the trajectories
is comparable to the velocity field discusser! in the prenions section. In addition, it

shows more details about the variation of the observed crustal motions. The linear
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and continuous behavior of DION is nicely witnessed. Even if it, is less obvious, most

of the other sites share the same charcteristics. The most striking feature is the large
co-seismic displacement of STRF to the south. A clear co-seismic slip to the SWT is also

visible for the site at KERI between Nov. 17 and New. 19. 1997.

Figure 5.4 represents the three-dimensional trajectorie of crustal motions for four-

selected CION sites. The trajectories were computed from the filtereel time series and

additionally smoothed using a median filter with a windows width of 21 clays. In order-

to obtain a better visualisation of the trajectories, we used a larger time window than

for the 2D version (fig. 5.3), because of the higher noise in the vertical component.

In opposition to the other sites. Paxi shows a periodic variation in the horizontal

as well as in the vertical component. We did not found any satisfactory explanation
for the apparant annual signal observed at Paxi. The first suggestion is that the site is

monuinented on an instable building, subject to long tenm oscillations due to variation

of the average temperature or other causes. This kind of instability can be checked by
local terrestrial or GPS observations. However, this could not be achieved in the frame

of this work. Another suggestion was done, involving the interaction of ground water

with the surrounding ivgiori. Minima in the height are corresponding to late summer.

At this time, we expect to have the lowest ground water level of the year. Maxima are

found in carlv spring. This correlation would indicate that the suggestion is probable.
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Figure 5.3: Trajectories of crustal motion for the CGPS sites computed on the basis of

the common-mode filtered data between 1995 and 1998. The data set was additionaly

smoothed by a median filter with a 5 days window.
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6 Strain and stress model

6.1 Basic theory

6.1.1 The fundamental theorem of the kinematics

The basic idea of the strain and stress theory refers to the theory of elasticity, which

wras formulated bv Stokes (1845) and published bv Heimholt? (1858) under the form of

the fundamental theorem of kinematics. It, states that infinitesimal changes of position
in a ductile body can be represented in a first approximation as the sum of a translation

u^\ a rotation ulRt anel a dilatation u^D\

This theorem can be deduced from the first tennis of the Taylor expansion of a

displacement field u(x) defined as

u{x)^=x(t2)-x(t]) (6.1)

where

x(ti) is the position's vector at time A and

x(t2) is the position's vector at time f2

Neglecting the terms of higher order, the Taylor expansion looks like

u(x + clx) = u{x) + - — L • dx (6.2)
l)x

With the help of the Einstein convention (summation ewer the common indices), we

can write the components of the vector u{x -+- dx) of equation (6.2) as

u,(x 4 dx) - a,(x) + —Ala. • d.rk (6.3)
"•A

öu
where -~-\x = <hk forms a 3 bv 3 tensor. We know from the linear algebra, that, everv

d.rk

quadratic tenisor can be split into a symmetric and an anti-svmmetric part. Introducing
this svmmctric/anti-symmetric separation, equation (6.3) can be written as

ti,(x + ((x) - u,{ t) -+
^—

• dxk -4 • • d.rL

- u^{x)+du[ln](x) + (hillt\x) (6.1)

It follows from this mathematical expression thai each deformation of a ductile

body can be approximatively described bv splitting it into three main terms.
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6.1.2 The strain tensor

The physical interpretation of the three terms of equation (6.4) should correspond to

the1 theorem postulated before and must thus represenit a translation, a dilatation and

a rotation.
7 t

The first term u) '(x) represents a translation

The second term du, (x) can also be written as

; <'ht \
d>k + f^'

j 7 (r- -\
du, s{x) - d.ik =t,k -dn (6.o)

wdiene elk is the svmmeniic part of the deformation tensor dlk. It is usually called the

strain tensor. The tiace of the tensor £lk. is equal to the divergence of the deformation

field (eq. (6.6)) and represent the dilatation of the volume of the infinitesimal region
surrounding the point a;

\—" \—-v ÜU,
,, ,„ „.

/-o
dx..

As we know, the trace of a tenisor is invariant to coordinate transformation. This is

helpful for the next interpretation step wheie we transform the deformation tensor

into a new coordinates svstem where the tensor can be1 expressed as a function of

independent vectors. This is called the eigenvalue problem. Bv solving the eigenvalue
problem, we can transform the strain tensor e,k in its major axis system. We obtain the

diagonal tensor e'lk (s'lk -- 0 when i ~â 1) which elements are cnpial to the eigenvalues
of the symmetric strain tensor e,k.

ik
= Hil • °lm • Rmk (6.7)

The columns of the1 3x3 rotation matrix R,t contains the eigenvectors of the strain

tensor elk corresponding to the eigenvalues found in e'v. These eigenvectors build an

orthogonal refeience svstem pointing in the direction of the extreme deformations. The

eigenvalues quantifies the déformation and the sign tells whether the deformation is a

dilatation (positive) or compression (negative).
In the two dimensional case, the eigemalue^ -', anel A22 (also often written as c/ and

£//-) can explicitly be computed as

- 1 1 22 (6 8)

The orientation of the principal axis as

,U- - •aicfanf 7-^- ) (6.9)
- 22

We can transform the third term da
'

into a veetot product

; 11
1 \

(i>t ^(h-,
j

rot u x dx

(hi, (x)
=

—-o—
•

drk (6.10)
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This term is known to be equal to an infinitesimal rotation of the vector dx around

the axis rot m with an angle of ~ |rot,«|. The rotation is given by the following anti-

svmmetric matrix (lk

-Q,i- - !- •

0 - (rot«) j (rot«) j

(rot«) î 0 — (rot«),
-~(rotw)2 (rotw)i 0

(6.11)

lie1 rot at ion axis is given by the direction r0 anel the angle dn defined as

and do — \r(l\r„ =

IA2

flu

A>2i

(6.121

As expected, this physical interpret at ion meets the theorem postulated above.

In the case of tectonic studies, the deformation analysis is of great, interest. Besides

the normal strain, which is described by the normal component of the strain tensor, the

shear strain is another important part, of the strain analvsis. The knowledge about the

shear strain allows to quantify the magnitude and determine the direction and the sense1

of orientation of strike-slip faulting structures. As described by Straub [1996], we define

the shear as the angle ^ shown in figure 6.1. Sometimes, t he shear is given as 27. leading
to a doubling of the shear values. It can be shown that the shear 7 is equal to half the

difference between the two extreme eigenvalues of the strain tensor (normal strain) and

that the direction of the shear is parallel to the bisector of the extremal eigenvectors.
The diagonal elements of the strain tensor Flk, the1 eigenvalues, describe the relative1

*~ X

(a) mulofoirnocl 1>) elofoimoel

Figure 6.1: Region undeformed (a) and deformed (b). The shear is defined as the angle1

7. The diagonals indicate the principle1 axes of the strain.

_/

length modification of the principle axis. If each element is identical (An = tJ22 — r !3,

a modification of the volume occurred, but, the form of the bodv is always the same

and thus we do not have any shear. Shear occurs only when the difference between

the eigenvalues is not /ero. We can assume that the maximum shear will be present in

the plane spanned by the two eigenvectors belonging to the extreme eigenvalues. The
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strain tensor &,* gives the relation between the directional unit vector r and the strain

vector d acting at the given location:

d (6.13)

The shear strain s in any direction r is defined as the difference between the strain

vector and the projection of the strain vector in direction r. The1 shear strain vector

can be calculated as

s = e ' r — r' (s r) • r = (s
^^ v

v

.

a d pi ejected on r

r I) r (6.11)

wdiere

r is a unit vector (jrj = 1).

is the strain tensor.

I is a unity matrix and

s is the shear strain vectoi.

Taking into account that the maximum shear is expected in the plane defined bv the

extremal strain vectors, we1 can reduce the strain tenisor A to a 2x2 tensor s" composed

of the1 extreme eigenvalues. The shear vector s is now a 21) vectoi defined as

r =

Jl
- r1 c"

sm o-

coscv

r • I) • r

e\ y
• sin c\ — (

"'

{
sin2 cv + A3? • cos2 n ) sin n

;', j
• cos o — (An • sin2 o + s\ s

• cos2 o ) • cos cv

(6.15)

(6.16)

with

cv = angle between the vector r anel the eigenvector corresponding to the maximal

eigenvalue1

and assuming that AJt < s'22 < A5Î.
In order to find the maxima of the shear strain, we can set the derivative of the

quadratic length of the vector equal to zero and solve the resulting equation.

0 =
c)|s|-
dev

(6.17)

wdiich yields the following relation after exclusion of the minimum solutions for n = 0

and o = f

0= ^4^-(--',,-sin2 n^A„. cosV (6.18)
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introducing the substitution sin cv = ?/ we can rewrite the latter relation as

0 = -^ • (f'„ - c'u) + (c',, - r'n) • t/ (6.L9)

which results in

2
t

u — sin « —

-

o
—

it—

(6.20)

(6.21)

Thus, the direction of the maximal shear strain is independent from the si/e of the

extreme eigenvalues s'u and ;A. The shear is parallel to the bisector of the angle

defined by the two eigenvectors corresponding to the1 extreme eigenvalues. As we see

from eciuation (6.20), the solution is not unique. The two different but, equivalent

solutions span an angle of 9(P. One solution has a dextral sense of orientation while1

the other one has a sinistral sense. Based on the1 information contained in the strain

tensor, we cannot decide which solution defines the real shear orientation. In a real

case, external information can help to define the correct one. Introducing eciuation

(6.20) in eciuation (6.15) we get the following solution for the maximum shear strain

vector:

Anoi —

.

: Ji -3Î

./ _/

:SÎ Ml

X[ -f Xf[i

\X1 i-ï/Il|
(6.22"

where Xj and xm are the normalized eigenvectors to ~'u and j'u. The size ~, of the

maximal shear is given as the length of smar

v 2 r

; ; 1

un

~ \smai\ = ~Z~ \/2(c sî
—

S}, f -' -(fu -f"u) (6.-3)
0

In order to gain informatie)ii at a fault, we can analyze the deformation field de¬

duced from geodetic data like GPS observations. As we will see below (section 6.2),
the strain e,k can be calculated at anv given point, for example on a fault, using an

adequate interpolation technique. Furthermore, using the orientation of the fault, we

can compute the strain acting along and perpendicular to the fault. Given the strain

e{P) at point P on the fault anel the unit vector n normal to the fault, the multipli¬
cation of the strain tensor with the noimal vector yields the deformation for moving 1

unit awav from the fault.

d = -~{P) n (6.21)

We can then project the deformation d parallel (shear) and perpendicular (normal) to

the fault shown in figure1 6.2. d^HU> represents the direction and the amount of shear.

while dnmm gives the direction and amount of extension (positive) or compression

(negative) perpendicular to the fault. These two indicators are good quantifiers for the

activity and the tvpe of the fault.
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Figure 6.2: Analysis of the strain action on a fault. Separation of the deformation into

its parallel (sheai) and normal (norm) component.

6.1.3 The stress tensor

We must, not neglect the stress, which also represent a part of the physical interpretation
of the deformation acting on a boelv. Similar to the strain tenisor, the stress tensor atk.

is defined as the relation between the surface normal vector nk to the stress vector p,.

P, atk nk (6.2

The diagonal elements of the stress tensor give the stress in the direction of the vector-

normal to the surface anel are1 therefore called the normal stress. The non-diagonal
elements give the stress in the1 tangential direction and are called shear stress. The

stress is the result of a force acting perpendicular« resp. parallel to the surface at a

given position. A linear relationship between the strain anel the stress exist. For elastic-

bodies, the laws of Navier and Hook can be used in order to describe this relationship.

where

A

/'

S

0

er,/, = 2// • £lk A A A-) • Slk

describes the elasticity of the body (D' Lame'1 constant),

describes the rigidity of the bodv (2"f/ Lamé constant),

is the Kroneckerdelta (0 for / A k, 1 for / — k) anel

is the trace of £lk.

(6.26)

This relation can be transformed into its principal axis system

a
0è ^2p-s[n) + \-e (6.27)

This equation takers into account the material properties described by the two Lamé

constants A and //. These 2 constants can be transformed info a pair of equivalent values

using Hie Young's modulus E and the Poisson's ration v, which arc more common in

the Reosciences. The transformation is given as

A =
E

—
->

and
1

2/A

/' = :

E

2 1 + v
(6.28)
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Like for the strain, we can separate the stress into its normal and shear components.

This is clone using the same equations as for the strain (e-q. (6.22).(6.23)). Even if the

stress is derived from a planar strain tensor (s.» = 0), if will not necessarily be planar

too. It depends em the product A-6 being zero or not. Inspecting equation (6.26), we see

that if the strain tensor s,, is a diagonal deformation tensor, the resulting stress tensor

rrn will also be diagonal. This means that both tensors have the same eigenvectors

and that the normal strain is pointing in the same direction as the normal stress. If

we consider that the direction of the maximum shear stress could be different, from the

direction of the shear strain, we have an additional information about the behavior of

a fault. A non-zero component of the shear stress looking outside of the plane defined

bv the shear strain indicates a normal faulting, while eoplanar shear stress and strain

are to be found in the case of strike-slip faults. In the case of combined fault types

with normal and strike-slip faulting, the strain tensor helps to deAermine whether the

fault is of extensional or compressional type.

6.1.4 The density of strain energy

Using the strain and stress information, we can compute the density of strain energy D^-

of an elastic body. This value1 represents the cnengy necessary to apply the deformation

definexl by the strain and stress tensors to a unit of volume of the body. In other words,

this is the energy build up in the deformation process of the elastic body. The density

of energy D/> given in [I/m5] or [.1/m2] in the case of a 21) tensor, can be calculated

as

*Dr=-\- traced, • .:„) (6.29)

Using the strain-stress relationship from eciuation (6.26) and introducing the trans¬

formed strain tensor f' we obtain :

Dr = p (Fn2 + A • 92) (6.30)

Aiaps of density of strain energy can be used to localize the regions with high energy

concentration. These amis are likely to be or wene subject to seismic activities, as this

is a major way of releasing the accumulated energy. A comparison with earthquake

distribution mostly shows a correlation between high density of strain energy and

high seismic activity. Disagreements should indicate that the energy release has to be

aseismic. Possible other reasons could be1 the transformation of the deformation energy

in potential, kinematic or perhaps thermical energy.

6.2 Application of the collocation to the analysis of

deformations

6.2.1 Basic idea of the collocation

The major difficulty in the computation of the strain is the elefinition of" the deformation

field u(x) acting in the region of interest. We can use the geodetic data produced for
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example by GPS observations in order to dotenmine the rate of crustal motion at the

sites, but we do not have a mathematical definition of the deformation fiedel yet. A

useful tool is the method of collocation, introduced in geodesy by Krarup [1969]. A

detailed discussion can be found for example in Moritz [1980|. We will give here a

general description of this method and some more details about the1 implementation

used in this work.

Writing convention: In order to increase the readability in the following pages, the

indices are now used to identify the différent vectors or mat i ices and not as summation

indices.

The method of collocation is an extension of least-sejuares adjustment. It finds a

wide range1 of applications in problems where not onlv the parameters of the mathe¬

matical model, but also functional unmodeled systematic parts have to be estimated.

In the collocational approach, the mathematical model is called the trend function.

the unmodeled systematic part is known as signal and the remaining, non-systematic,

pari as noise. The collocation method represents an integral approach for the1 estima¬

tion of the trend function (adjustment), the filtering and the prediction of the signal.

•**- X

o Observation O Prediction

Figure 6.3: The basics of collocation in the one-dimensional case. Hollow anel grey

dots represent, observations and predicted values, respectively. The straight line is the

trend or model computed as Ax. s represenit the1 signal at, an observed point wniile

s' is associai eel with a predicted! point. The noise n is the difference between the

observation and the signal.

The estimation of the mathematical model, represented bv the term Ax, consists

in the definition of the parameters of a trend function iepresenting the observation

process. The1 matrix A contains the coefficients of the linearized trend function f(x).

filtering is the simultaneous determination of the signal and the noise at the ob¬

servation points themselves with the best possible removal of the observation errors.

prediction is the determination of the signal at any position even if it was no

observed. This can be seen as a kind of interpolation. The strength of the collocation

is mainly due to its capability of prediction.

The collocation can be considered as an extended least-squares adjustment, wdiene

stochastic correlated signals are adcAcl to the deterministic- model of the unknown
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parameters and to the stochastic noise. It can be formulâted as

I — f(x) F s + n

= f(xo) -f Ax + s -r n (6.3)

where

I

x

Xq

X

A

s

n

are the observations,

are the unknown parameters (x = Xq A x),

are1 the approximated unknown! parameters.

are the reduced unknown parameters,

is the linearized deterministic model,

is the signal at the observation point, and

is the noise.

Introducing the residuals r = I — f(xo) and the stochastic contribution z — s + n we

can write the equation (6.31) as

Ax + z - r = 0 (6.32)

So far, no assumptions were made about the statistical behavior of the different terms.

We define the signal covariance matrix as CA and the noise covariance matrix as Cnn.
For the signal and the noise, we will assume that then- are stochastic variables with an

expectation value of zero anel a known covariance. We also assume that the noise is

independent from the signal and vice1-versa. This implies that C,„ = Cns ~ 0. The

noise shows no correlation from point to point, but its components are correlated, while

the signal shows only correlation between points. The estimation of the correlation for

the signal will be1 discussexl later (see sec. 6.2.3). The variance-covariance of the noise

is generally deduced from the quality of the observations. For the prediction part, we

also need information about the covariance of the predicted signal C,'s<. which is built

in the same way as CA. As the estimation of* the predicted signal is depending on the

observation, we do have a correlation (Css>, Cs\) between the signal s and the predicted

signal s'. It follows that the basic equation of the collocation can be transformed to

where

vr =

I 0 I
0 0 p.p o.o

S s' n

0,1 P i O.I

Ax A B1 v - r - 0

(o = nbr. of observations,/) = nbr. of predictions)

(6.33)

The covariance matrix corresponding to this equation can be written as

C^

Css CA' 0

Cs's Csv 0

o o cnn
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Like in simple least-squares adjustments, we demand that vTPv becomes minimal

with P ~ C A This statement, implicitly defines the apriori sigma cr0 as 1. It, also

follows that the eovariances are identical to the cofactors. Using the definition of the

matrix C and v. the least-squares minimum condition of the collocation becomes

s1 C/s
l
s + n1 Cj n = mi n (6.34)

This minimum condition eciuation is solved using Lagrange's principal function. The

full development can be found for example in Moritz [1980J. We will just present the

main equations derived from the formulation stated above.

Q,--- C;~ — Css A Cn„ Covariance of the observation (6.35)

k == c;J{i-Ax) Correlation vector- (6.36)

x == (Alc:M) lAl cji Unknown parameters (6.37)

n =
- L>nnK Noise at, obs. points (6.38)

s -
= C^k Signal at obs. points (6.39)

s' =r Os/ sf£ Signal at preel. points (6.10)

x' == A'x + s' Deterministic value at preel. point, (6.41)

__

sl CFls + nrCmln
Sigma a posteriori (6.42)pOil

~

o - u

(o = nbr. of obs.. u — nbr. of unknowns)

where A' is the coefficient matrix of the deterministic model corresponding to the

predicted values. The covariance matrix Cu of the observation / is identical to the

covariance matrix CA of the stochastieal part z.

As we can see1 from eciuation (6.36), the correlation vector k depends on the obser¬

vations only and contains the1 full information about the1 observations, their geometrical
distribution and the functional model. The prediction of the signal at, a given site p,

is a function of the site-dependent covariance C,\ and of the site-independent correla¬

tion vector k. The fact that the correlation vector is independent from the sites to be

predicted is the main advantage of the collocation method.

6.2.2 Error propagation in the collocation

In geodesy, we also pay attention to the quality of the different parameters. In the next,

part. Ave derive1 the expression for the standard error, the1 error ccwariance matrices

associated with the unknown parameters x as well as the interpolated values s' and

x'. following the description of Merit/- [1980].
Similar to eciuation (6.32), and assuming that /(<Eb) and a^ are zero, the observation

/ can be expressed as function of the true values of the stochastic contribution z — s+n

and of the unknown parameters x .

I = Ax + z = Ax F z (6.43)
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Using equation (6.37), we introduce x, written in an abbreviated form

x = Bl with B = (A7CJA) lA7C^ (6.44)

'I he error covariance of a variable is basically defined as the expectation of the squared

enror of this variable. Therefore, we first coiisiden- the individual error e, of the param¬

eter x, estimated as the difference belweeni the true value x and the estimated value

x

e,
—

x — x - Bl - x
~ B(Ax I z) — x (6.15)

As can be senni from equation (6.11), BA — I. This leads to the following expression

for the error of x

et = Bz (6.46)

Therefore, the error covariance matrix E71 becomes

El1=-B{e1e]} = BE{zzl}BI=BCzsB1' (6.17)

The error ccwariance1 matrix E is only equivalent to the covariance matrix C if the

element considcivd is a centered random quantity (E{;y| = 0). Replacing B by the

definition giveni in eciuation (6.41) and after simplification, we obtain the following final

expression for the erroi ccwariance matrix of the unknown x

\Et, - {AT Cj AT^ (6.48)

The derivation of the error covariance matrix for the predicted signal s' is done in

a similar wav. We first express s' as a function of the1 observations I like

s' = HI (6.49)

with H defined by substituting x in equation (6.10) bv the equation (6.37)

H = C^CJ (J - A(A! C:ZA) lAl Cj) (6.50)

Like before, we define the true error e^> as the difference between the estimated and

the true value of the signal like1

f„, = s'-s' = Hl- s' ^H(AxF z) s' (6.51)

Noting that HA — 0, the expussion becomes

es, =3' -s' = Hl- s' = Hz - s' (6.52)

and the error covariance matrix of the predicted signal can be written as

Ess -E{e^(,} (6.53)
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with

6S/S; Hzz1 Hr - Hzs'1 - s'z H' s s (6.54)

Substituting equation (6.51) into equation (6.53) and replacing the following expecta¬
tion bv their equivalent covariance

we obtain

E{zzr] -- CZ3

E{s's'r} = CsV

E{s'z1} = CsS

E{zs'J] = Cs(s

I? — C TTfil si TT I , jrri tt'I
-C/S's'

—

C-b's'
—

-OOs,s
—

04'sXZ -f £1Lj ~zxl

(6.55)

(6.56)

(6.57)

(6.58)

(6.59)

After replacing H by the definition given in eciuation (6.50) the error covariance matrix

of the predicted signal s' becomes finally

In l a\-\ /~»/'-EAs' — Cvs' — (7,',C.; Cs/S 4- Qss' (A C:z A) Q^

k, ,

(6.60)

wit h

Qi's' —" CS'SCA ^4- (6.61)

Using the same approach, we derive the error ccwariance for the interpolated values

x'. Using eciuation (6.44) and (6.11), eciuation (6.41) can be reformulated as

x' = Ax' + s' = A'Bl F HI =- (A'B -+- H)l (6.62)

Once again, we consider the true en-ror ey, defined as the difference between the true

value and the estimated value. It can be expressed as

x'-x'

-= (A'B + H)l-x'

- (A'B F H)(Ax + z) - (A'x + s')
= A'BAx + A'Bz + HAx^-Hz-A'x-s'

With BA — I and HA — 0 the expression can be simplified to

e,. --- (A'B F H)z - s' - Kz - s'

(6.63)

(6.61)

By introducing K - A'B + H, the expression is comparable to equation (6.52).
Following the same development. the error covariance matrix for the interpolated value

x' can be expressed as

£,v = CsV - KC^ - Cs,,üf
r

-u KCzzKr> (6.65)
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After resubstitution of K,B, and H and some simplifications, (he error ccwariance

mati rx foi x' is finallv given as

(6.66)

with

Q^^^C^C.M-A' (6 67'

The final expressions of the error ccwariance matrices are summarized here.

Ekk — C/,/, — Cj, — C... ACjnA C.~

E„ = C„ = {ArCjA) l

Ef'ji — Csv — Css CA C^/s 4- Qr'i' C,, Qt>ri

Ess — Cys> — Cy,CA Cs/S A Qs's'C7rQss

Q,> r' — C\' ., Cj., A — /I

Qs<i' = C9'<,C2,, /I

Cov. of the correl. vect.

Gov. of the unknowms

Error cov. of the pied, trend

Error cov. of the preel. signal

Cofactoi of preel. fiend

Cofaetor of pred. signal

6.2.3 The choice of the correlation function

In the model presented above1, we need a correlation function allowing to calculate the

covariance of the signal between two arbitran points. Depending on the application

different correlation functions are possible. The onlv basic restriction is that all mod¬

eled correlation matrices must be positive definite1 if we1 want to obtain a real solution

to the minimum pioblem of the collocation (vTPv ~ min) [Danuser et ab, 1993]. For

our problem lieie, the estimation of a continuous velocity field. wre introduce a simple

isotropic function fulfilling the following criteria:

• the correlation varies from zero to one.

• the coiielation should be a function of the distance between points onlv (direction

independent). This enstnes a positive definite correlation matrix.

• the influence of the points should decrease with growing distance and converge

towards zero.

• the gradient of the function should be1 finite at distance zero.

The last criterion is of importance since we are mainly mtenesteel in the strain, the first

derivative of* the signal. We used the following basic correlation function /(/',/,)

/0,a) = -
r2o*>?k

(6.68)

where

'4)

A*

is the1 so-called correlation lemgth

is the distance between the observation point pk anel the point of interest p,
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The correlation length is used as a tuning parameter for the dependence between two

points. It also makes sure that the first derivative of the correlation function is finite for

i ,k converging to zero. Figure 6.4 shows a graphical representation of the correlation

function using a correlation length of 100 km. The relation between the correlation and

200

Distance [km]

Figure 6 4: Tvpical curve of the correlation function defined bv equation (6.68). The

correlation length r0 is set to 100km

the ccwariance is given by

C = DKD1 (6.69)

w bene

Klk — correlation factor between p, and pk

A a =• °~k for / -- k and 0 for / ^ k

In the case of an isotropic distribution of the signal, we1 obtain the covariance by

multiplying the coirelation by the sciuare of sigma ak of the signal at the observation

point pk.

<- ,k
-

crk -r

/ n "t '

(6.70)

6.2.4 Extraction of the strain from the signal

The collocation method is used in order to compute the signal at each point of interest.

As shown in section 6.2.1 the displacement field can be separated into 3 main parts.

The trend function represent the translation and a small part of the rotation. The

signal contains the full deformation and the mam part of the rotation. The first spatial
derivative of the signal gives the deformation tensor D which can be split into a strain e

(symmetric part) and a rotation O (anti-svmmetric part) tensor. The spatial derivative

of the predicted signal at point p, (eq. (6.39) or (6.40))

A =C,-k (6 71)
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can be written as

cJs uLj, Ok .

D, - —*-
-= -—-fed- C, -7- (6.e2)

c/cc, c/a:, cix,

—'
• k

dx,

where

/ is the /th point of interrest

C, is the ccwariance matrix between the predicted point p, and the observed points.

The second term is zero as the correlation vector k does not depend on the position p,

44ms, we only need to derive the ccwariance function to obtain 1 he displacement tensor

D. The vector x, used in the derivative represents the spatial components of the point

p, anel not the vector of the unknown parameters as in previous equations (e.g. 6.37)

Spherical distances between points were used for the determination of the corre¬

lations (eq. (6.68)). However, the displacement of each point is defined in a local

topocentric coordinate system, centered on the point itself. Therefore, the colloca¬

tion of the deformation field can only be applied to a regional network. The spherical
distance between! the point of interest, p1 and an observation point pk is given as

r,k. = R f)lk = R arccos(sin co, • sin e/A 4- ces (h, • cos ôk cos AA) (6.73)

w/here

R is the spherical radius.

B.lk is the centric angle between p, and pk.

A, (j)k are the latitudes of p, and pk. resp., and

AA is the1 difference of longitude between p, and pk.

Introducing the spherical distance in equation (6.70), the first spatial derivative of

C, is

dC>
„2 -2-rjj ôrlk

<^
=

ff"'RT^""--ji
(l'-'4)

The derivative of the covariance is a function of the inner spatial derivative of the

distance rlk. Using relation (6.73). the derivative of r,k can be written as

0rlk à0lk
—— = R •

-z— (b.io)
Ox, ox.

The derivative of 9lk after x, has a different form for the parameters ,r = o and x = A

anel is giveni for Ox, = dt>, as

— = _--_ . coso, • sine)/, — sino, • coscA • cos AA (6.(6)
()0 sin 0,k
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and for Ox, — cos ç, OX, as

00,k. 1 cos o, cos c/A • sin AA

ces o, • OX, cos (I), sin Q,k

cos d)k sin AA

sin 0,k

Finally, the displacement tensor D at point, p, is obtained as

(6.77"

i
> 2-rl-RF),, d0,k

\D =

fTk\r> + n%y' dx7'k (6.78)

Hie derivative of 0 after a^ has to be replaced bv the expressions (6.76) and (6.77)
respectively, depending on the part of D which we1 are calculating. The separation

into a symmetric and anti-symmetric part gives

D = i(D4 Dr) +l)(D-Dr)=e+f) (6.79)

with

e = [;(D -+ £>r) strain tensor (6.80)

1
Q — ~(D — D ) differential rotation matrix (6.81)

Ihe geometric interpretation of the strain tensor anel the computation of derived pa¬

rameters ares discussed in section 6.1.

6.2.5 Error propagation into the strain- and shear-rates

In addition to the strain- and shear-rates estimates, we are also interested in their

forma errors.

We proceed in the same wav than in section 6.2.2. We first express the error e(]

of the displacement using the deifinition given in eciuation (6.72) as basic expression of

the displacement. We also use the definition of x and s' given in equations (6.44) and

(6.49) and rewrite the displacement for one prediction point, as

d^BJ^0^ wïth R =- °^ = ^-s~ Cj(I- AB) (6.82)
Ox Ox Ox

The error ef/ is the difference between the true displacement d and the estimated

displacement d

ed=d-d = d-Rl=d- R(Ax -* z) = d - RAx - Rz (6.83)

Noting that BA = I. we can show that RA = 0

RA - ^^CJ(I-AB)A
Ox

=- ^^-C:J{A-ABA)
Ox

- c2Qic:.l(A-A)
Ox

= 0 (6,81)
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Thus, the error e(i becomes

e,i — d — Rz (6.85)

and the error covariance matrix of the displacement can be expressed as

\TlEdd - E{eded\ = E{{d-Rz){d-Rz)
= E{ddr] - RE{zdr} - E{dzr}Rf 4 RE{zzr}RT

Replacing the following expectations bv their equivalent ccwariance

E{dd'} = c„„-FF^f
E{zz'} = Czz

dCs,

dx

fdCss'

E{dz'} =

E{zdr] =

U

(6.86)

x

(6.87)

(6.88)

(6.89)

(6.90)

we obtain

Edd =, ^ß^ - R (°^A
'

^°^R] FRC .RT
Ox' dx dx

(6.91)

After substituing R bv the definition giveni in eejuation (6.82) the error covariance

matrix of the displacement d becomes

(6.92)

wit h

Ox
(6.93)

The error ccwariance matrix of the displacement is a function of the first spatial
derivative of the ccwariane-e matrix between the preelicteel point and the observation

points, of the second spatial derivative1 of the covariance matrix at the position of the

predicted point, of the functional model, and of the ccwariance of Ihe observations.

We assume that there was no trend and therefore no functional model (A - 0)
and thus, the third term in equation (6.92) becomes zero. In terms of the collocation,

setting A = 0 is equivalent to a prediction and filtering without estimation of the

unknown functional parameters x. This assumption implies that the displacement
field being modeled is not superposed on a wider global acting displacement and that,

the displacement at a station will be fully described b\ the signal. In a next step, ^\rc

develop the first, term of equation (6.92).
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Using the correlation function (6.70) anel the spherical distance defined in (6.73),
the second spatial derivative of the covariance matrix between point p, and pk is given

as

d2C,k d (dc, d (dc,\ oe,k

0xkdx,dxk 0xk \ dx, J dO,k \ dx,

After cwpcnsion and simplification, we obtain

d2C,k
=

c^Q
^

d2o,k.
+
IFC^

_

M*
_

OFF,

dx,dxk d9lk dx,dxk d20,k, dx, dxk

(6.94)

(6.95)

Introducing the full expression for the partial derivative of the covariance Clk after the

spatial angle 0,k. equaticm (6.95) becomes

d2 cik

Ox,dxi.
= --iaiiil

i ,.2 7>2
h'O'

o,k d'2olk.
,
ii-w%. d01k df),k

(r2FR%)2 dx,dxk (r'i + R^y Ox, dxk
(6.96)

In our case, we are looking for the second spatial derivative of the covariance at

the predicted point Csv. This implies that the spatial angle 9,k. is converging towards

zero. Thus, the full spatial derivative of Csv is the solution of equation (6.96) with

0lk = 0. It can be written as

dx2 dx,dxk. '
" k

\0a -0
F dx, dxk

(6.9<

Noting that Ox,\o,r^ü = R • dO,k. and Ox^o^^q = -R d0,k. we can finally express the

second spatial derivative of the covariance C,v by

d2Css 2(72

dx- ?n
(6.98)

Since we assumed that the functional model was zero (A = 0), the expression of the

error covariance matrix for the displacement (eq. (6.92)) can be reduced to

E
2ct-

DD —

—r
rz

dCs,n_, fdCss
- C„ —r

ox
""

\ dx
(6.99)

The first spatial derivative of the1 ccwariance matrix Cv, was ahrady discused before

(eq. (6.74)).
The1 two next steps describe1 the propagation of the error ccwariance matrix of the1

displacement into the strain tensor and then into the strain principal axes. As shown

before (eq. (6.80)). the strain tensor e is the symmetric part of the displacement, tensor

D. Applying the error propagation laws to eciuation (6.80), the error covariance matrix

of the1 strain is expressed as

£A — -(Em) F EDj)) (6.100)
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We neglected the height component, (2-Dimensional) and thus, the error ccwariance

matrix ÜL can be written explicitelv

with

TP TT? t1

ÜV,. — JLjCj I) /) Li

/A 0 0 0\
0 0.5 0.5 0

0 0.5 0.5 0

\0 0 0 1/

(6.101)

(6.102)

The transformation of the1 strain into its principal axis svstenn (eigenvalue problem)
is described formally bv expiation (6.7) anel explicitly for 2-dimensional cases by eciua¬

tion (6.8). A general expression of the1 enror ccwariance matrix for the eigenvalues Erje>

of t he st rain can be given as

R>.
or1
E

diV

de
(6.103)

where1 the columns of the rotation matrix R contain the eigenvector of the strain tensor

e corresponding to the eigenvalues found in e'. In a 2-dimensional case, using the error

propagation law and equation (6.8) we write the error covariance matrix Ejt> as

j
Mi i i — It i Cj Iti (6.104)

with

G,=

(Oci_
dc{\

VcA1L

de i ()•/

dc]2 0=21

dsn d?u

0=u 0:2\

dF2

0"~n

ds22 /

(6.f05)

Noting that ei/n represents the eigenvalue of the strain tensor, e (c/ = e'n and Su --

~22). The functional relation between the strain tensor e' and the eigemvalues ei/u is

showm in equation (6.8). Thus, the derivative of the eigenvalues after the components

of the strain tensor becomes

dF 'II

dc

de, It

dc

dcj

dc

2

11

el-, //

1

HE

- ±-
12

w

- 0

dc 22 2 IIP

(6.106)

(6.107)

(6.108)

(6.109)

with
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Using the same procedure for the azimut Az of the principal axis (eq. (6.9)) we

obtain the 1 by 1 en-ror covariance matrix E \£ as

E{s = GoE,,G.2l (6.111)

with

(dAz dAz dAz dAz\
.

^2 _ — — — — (6.112)
ycAii cAi2 ds2\ dc2-2J

Based on eciuation (6.9), the derivative of" the azimuth after the elements of the strain

tenisor are

°AZ Cl2
(6.113)

(6.111)

(6.115)

(6.116)

In order to simplify the computation, we combine the two matrices G\ anel G2 in

a single matrix

(6.117)

We1 can finally compute the full enror covariance matrix of the eigenvalue solution,
including the1 error ccwariance1 for the eigenvalues fheirselfs and for the azimutli of the

principal axis as

diu (A2 -tnY + fru)2
dAz

=

C22 — in

0eV2 (A2 -=u)2+(2£J2)2
dAz

dc^
— 0

dAz
—

—r~u

de22 (A2 -A.)2 4 (2i7,)2

EÏ, = GE.G1 (6.118)

The error propagation was applied to the computation of the strain presented in

the next section. The errors expected for the principal axis values of the strain and for

the azimuth are extracted from equation (eq. (6.118)).

6.3 Analysis of the geodetic data

6.3.1 Description of the analysis

In this section the1 strain analysis of the deformation pattern in the Adriatic-Aegean
boundary zone inferred from the OPS measurements is presented. All the calculations

were done applying the description given in sections 6.1 and 6.2, using velocities based

on the filtered data presented in chapter 4. In addition, we complet cd our data set with

a modeled displacement field for the African and the Eurasian plate and a selection of

observed rates for sites in the surrounding area (Cocard et ab. 1999: McCluskv et al.
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2000] (see fig. 6.5). These external infer mations were introduced in order to set more

lealistic boundary conditions.

The strain computation algorithm was implemented using onlv a two-dimensional

displacement field as input. The height component was neglected. The variance of

the velocities was iiitroduced and the erroi propagation in the strain- and shear rates

was treated as described in section 6.2.5. As a consequence of the method how we

estimated the rate of motion, the correlation information be1!ween the N-S and E-W

components could not be computed and was therefoie set, to zero. Since our region of

interest is not too large, we approximated the earth by a sphere.

Figure 6.5: Data used in the calculation of the different strain components (Filtered

solution). Red arrows = CION solution, Light orange airows = WHA solution [Cocard
et ab, 1999], Daik orange =-- MIT solution [McCTuskv et al., 2000], Blue arrows -

synthetic data based on assumed Euler rotation for Africa (21.UN, 20.5W. 0,10F/Ma)
and a stable Europe, resp.

As pointed out in section 6.2.3. the dependence between two points is given bv the

correlation length. The strain computation algorithm is sensitive to the definition of
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this parameter. Introducing a larger correlation length results in a smooth strain field,

but it will acts as a filter and diminishes the local resolution. On the other hand, a

smaller correlation length gives more details for the local conditions, but the strain

field becomes highly irregular as the observed values are isolated and do not interraet,

anymore. The correlation length has to be representative for the distribution of the

sites used in the computation. Taking into account only the sites in the Ionian area

(excluding the IGS sites and Dionvsos), the minimum point to point distance ranges

fiom 11 up te) 152km and the average distance1 is about 140km (sex1 tab. 6.1). Given

the inhomogeiieous distribution of the sites, we finally chose a correlation length of

150km. In the next section, we will give a few examples to illustrate the influence of

the correlation length on the computed strain field.

Station Avg. Min. Max.

ANKR

GRAZ

MATE

NOTO

DION

1126,16

1053.92

503.53

654.92

153.65

788.55 (DION)

720.20 (MATE)

217.10 (OTHF)

445.08 (MATE)

256.29 (AMFI)

1600.52 (GRAZ)

1600.52 (ANKR)

1362.83 (ANKR)

1581.73 (ANKR)

L213.53 (GRAZ)

AMFI

APAX

ARTB

DUKA

FISK

GERO

KAST

KERI

OTHF

PAXI

SKIN

STRF

114.15

112.43

117.08

97.91

99.22

113.11

233.67

145.99

191.88

120.17

123.98

188.15

36.53 (ARTB)

1 1.80 (PAXI)

36.53 (AMFI)

11.92 (FISK)

11.92 (DUKA)

37.29 (FISK)

152.81 (ARTB)

32.09 (SKIN)

92.13 (PAXI)

11.80 (APAX)

32.09 (KERI)

18.53 (KERI)

186.13 (OTHF)

220.61 (STRF)

212.63 (STRF)

226.21 (KAST)

236.55 (KAST)

272.01 (KAST)

361.L9 (STRF)

321.00 (KAST)

321.75 (STRF)

233.91 (STRF)

291.92 (KAST)

364. f 9 (KAST)

Minima

Average
Maxima

97.91

138.17

233.67

11.92

13.15

152.81

186.13

270.93

361.19

Table 6.1: Average, minimum and maximum site to site distances. The bottom lines

gives an overall statistics for the corresponding column. The names in parentheses

represent the site associated with the minimum and maximum distance, respectively.
The IGS sites and Dionvsos (5 first lines) were not used for the determination of the

values for the CION sites and for the extrenias and average in the bottom lines.

The strain computation algorithm also strongly depends on the a priori sigma of

the model. We1 used an adaptive1 method, where the a priori variance of the signal
was iteratively corrected until the a posteriori sigma reach«1! 1. Depending on the

correlation length, the resulting sigma a priori varies between 5.6mm/a for 50km,

4.4mm/a for 150 km and 4.6mm/a for 200km correlation length and a signal to noise

ratio of about 3.1 to 1.6. The mean noise of the observation (average error on the
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velocities) was 1.4 mm/a. The minimum sigma a priori found for 150 km suggests that

the point distribution is best modeled setting the correlation length to this value.

The results are given in nano-strain per year [nstrain/a]. 10 nstrain/a corresponds
to a change of distance of 1mm per year on a 100km baseline. Strain is also often

expressed in [ppm/a] or [ppb/a]. 1 ppb/a is equivalent to I nstrain/a, while I ppin/a
corresponds to 1 //strain/a.

6.3.2 Strain field

In the next figures, thick black circles represent the data points used in the calculation

of the strain. Observations outside the region represented in the maps were also in¬

troduced in the1 computation (see fig. 6.5 for a better overview). When not, explicitely

given in the figure caption, the correlation length was set to 150km

Idle first step in the calculation of the1 strain is the definition of the deformation

fietd using the collocation method (see sec. 6.2.1). The velocities at the GPS sites are

introduced as observations, and the correlation vector is computed. Using the relations

presented in equations 6.35 to 6.42, we estimate the velocity at any position.

Figure 6.6 shows the collocated velocity field computed at points on a regular grid.
By increasing the correlation length, we obtain a smoother velocity field. In figure

6.6(a). using a correlation length of 25km, we clearly see how the area surrounding the

isolate1! site Dionvsos (38°N 24°E) is marked by higher rates which are rapidly fading
out in the south. A similar strong decrease of velocity is observed west of the Ionian

Islands, as there are no observations available in this region. Therefore the velocity

estimated in these areas is not realistic. Increasing the1 correlation length results in

a smoother velocity field. This can be observed in the region of Lefka, Kefalonia,

Zakinthos, where the predicted rates of motion are e^tiemelv homogeneous event with

a dense set of observations. In comparison, figure 6.6(a) shows much more variations

of the velocity amount in this region.

Figure 6.7 shows the1 predicted velocity field obtained with a correlation length of

150 km.

Like for the predicted velocities, we show7 in figure 6.8 the influence of the choice

of the correlation length on the computation of the strain rate field. Figure 6.8(a)
clearly indicates that a short correlation length results in a highly fluctuating strain

rate field, with very large1 values in areas with observations (Dionysos. Ionian Islands)
and no strain in the other regions. Increasing the1 correlation length smoothes the

strain rate field. The distribution of the strain becomes more realistic. Figure 6.8(d)
is characteristic for a too large correlation length. The same types of strain rates

are found in large areas, with smooth and steady variation of size and direction of

the principal axes of strain. This sequence of figures also demonstrates the difficulty in

elioosing an appropriate correlatiem length especially in the case1 where the observations

are distribut<h1 inhomogenouslv. Focusing on the Central Ionian Islands, where the site

to site distance is on the order of 20 to 100km. a correlation of 100km or even 50km

gives more differentiated strain values. Higher correlation lemgth suppresses an existing
local resolution. On the other hand, a small correlation length does not yield realistic-

values for Ihe points along the KFZ.
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(a) Correlation length = 25 km (b) Correlation length = 50 km

(c) Correlation length = 100 km (d) Correlation length = 200 km

Figure 6.6: Interpolated velocity field in the CION network region, using correlation

length between 25 and 200 km. The velocities are relative to Eurasia. Thick black

circles represent, the data points used in the calculation of the strain.

In figure 6.9, we present the1 strain field computed by using a correlation lenigth of

150 km. The distribution of the corresponding uncertainties are found in figure 6.10.

The principal axes of strain plotted on figure 6.9 are delineating 5 distinct, regions.

From SW7 to NE, we found mostly compressional components of tip to 170 nstrain/a

west and along the WHA, turning to shear strain in the KFZ region. Central Greece
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(a) Interpolated velocity field (b) Maximal foimal enoi

Figure 6.7: (a) Interpolated velocity field in Greece relative to Europe, (b) distribution

of the corresponding formal errors. Thick black circles represent the data points used

in the calculation of the strain.

and central Peloponnesus are1 eliaracferized bv clear N-S extemsion on the order of 50

to OOnstrain. The coastal region of NW-Greece shows small compiessional strain rates

of about 80nstram perpendicular to the coastline1 in the south of the island of Corfu,

turning to a N-S orientation near Othoni. Finally, the Northern Aegean is governed
bv ii N-S extemsion with small sheai components parallel to the North Aegean Trough.

Figure 6.12 suggests strong shear strain rates in the Ionian Islands, correlated with

the KFZ and in the northern Aegean, along the North Aegean Trough. Both of these

faults are wrell known as strong right-lateral sheai zones.

\ correlation length of 150 km is probably not optimal for the1 Central Ionian Islands

where the site density is high. In this area, we are mere likely expecting extensional

strain rates. Using shorten correlation lengthes (see fig. 6.8 anel 6.11). we obtain

NNW to NNE] oriented extensional strain rates between Kefalonia and Zakinthos. A

recent GPS studv [Cocard et ab. 1999] including data from 1993 to 1998 for two

sites located near our CGPS stations Skinan and Keri suggests that a large extension

(120nstrain/a) is shearing Zakinthos apart. The strain rates piesented in figure 6.LJ

aie mostly in agreement with this postulation, but it also indicates that the extensional

process could start south of Kefalonia.

Previous seisntologieal and geodetic studies, [Ambrasevs and Jackson, 1990: Biliris

et ab, 1991. e.g], clcailv revealed the extentional type of northern central Greece and

of the Gulf of Coiinthos' graben svstem. Fault plane solutions in this region show-

two EW oriented extcntional seismicity belts, one along the Gulf of Coiinthos and the

other extending from the Gulf of Arta to northern Evia (see fig. 2.1). Central and

northern central Giwce are often the location of strong normal faulting earthquakes.
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\ laige coiielation lenght lades out the îegional e hat act oust ie s and pioduccs a smooth

stiam field Thick black Clicks repieseni the data points used m the calculation of the
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Fiom oui GPS anahsis we can confiim the strong \-S extension taking place along
the Gulf of Coiinthos Ihe tegion of giaben-t\pe ])lams m noithein c entrai Gievce
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also shows mostly pure extension and is m agi cement with the general picture given bv

the studies aheadv mentionner! Howevei the stiam tales piesented lune foi tential

Gieeee and noithcnn Aegean aie piobabh undeiestimated and we have be venv caiilul

about then interpretation because the chsplacemenit field is onlv weakh eonstiained

m these regions

Figuie 6 9 Principal axes ol stiam m the (TON netwoik legion using a coiielation

length of 150 km Thick black cue les îepiesent the data points used m the calculation

of the stiam
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Figuie 6 10 Maximum loimal enioi oi the pimcipal values ol the1 stiam lates The

enoi is unrelated with the densitv of obseivation sites V high densitv ie suits m a

bcntei contraint and lexluce the1 foimal error
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Of great interest is the computation of the strain acting on known faults. We

estimated the strain along the major tectonic features and computed the strain acting

parallel to the fault (shear) and perpendieualr to the1 fault (normal) (see sec. 6.1.2).
We note that only the deformation tenisor at a point on the fault is projected on the

fault and not all the strain acting in the area. Figures 6.13 and 6.11 show the strain

along major faults, projected perpendicular anel parallel to the fault, respectively.
From figure 6.13, we recognize the compiessional type of the WHA and the extensional

fault svstem of the Gulf of Corinth. Neither the KFZ nor the Katouna Fault Zone.
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Figure 6.13: Normal projection of the stiain on major faults using a correlation length
of 150km. Compressions are representee! bv black triangles and extensions by white

rectangles. The compression along the Hellenic arc and extensions in central Greece

are the most striking features. Thick black circles represent the elata points used in

the calculation of the stiain.
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south of the Gulf of Arta, show any compression. Small compressional rates are visible

along the cost of NW-Greece, north of Aria. The NNW-SSE oriented faults in South

Peloponnesus aie mostly of extensional type.

Lai go compression on the order of 160 nstrain/a is found along the WHA. while the

laigest extensional rates are located along the Gulf of Corinth. The smaller compression
found in NW-Greeee suggests a slow convergence of the Apulian block and Epirus.
Seismic activity along the Albanian and NW-Gieek coast shows mainly compressional

events, confirming our observations. Based on seismic moment tensor summation.

Papa/achos and Kirat/i [1996] have estimated a rate of convergence of about 5 mm/a
at N18A This is in good agreement with the rales of motion presented in this woik.

Figure 6.11: Parallel projection of the strain on major faults. Right-lateral shear is

représente1! bv black triangles and left-lateral shear bv white tnangles. The dextral

sense1 of the KFZ is the cleailv witness«1!. Thick black circles iepiesent the data points
used in the calculation of the strain.
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The main feature visible in figure 6.14 is clearly the KFZ. Large shear strain rates of

up to 100nstrain/a characterize the KFZ. The dextral sense of the fault is also clearlv

witnessed bv our results. From recent, GPS [Kahle et ab, 2000] and seismological
studies [Kiratzi and Papazachos, 1995], we expect larger strain rates along this major
boundary. Kahle1 et al. [2000] have estimated strain rates of 150nstrain/a. The KFZ

was often stroke by larger earthquakes in the past [Stiros et ab. 1994; Anderson and

.lackson. 1987: Kiratzi and Längstem. 1991], resulting in large deformations.

The underestimation of the strain along the1 KFZ is due to the weak constraints of

the displacement field west of the1 fault. By increasing the correlation length, we1 give
more weight to the sites situated far west, from the fault (Noto and Matera) or northwest

of it (Paxi. Andipaxi). Strain rates estimated from GPS are probably underestimating
the strain rates along the KFZ. but. given the1 geographical situation of the fault, it is

unfortunatly not possible to better constrain the GPS displacement field in this area.

Further north, the Katouna Fault Zone connects the well documented active1 ex¬

tensional graben system of the Gulf of* Patras/Corinth with the Arta basin, lequiring
sinistral strik-slip motion along the Katouna Fault. The projected shear strain map

convincingly shows how the Katouna Fault is associated with sinistral shear strain

rates on the order of 80nstrain/a. However. Hatzfeld et al. [1995] did not find anv

seismological evidences of sinstrai motion on the Katouna Fault Zone, which would

suggest that the deformation along this fault is mostly aseismic. The seismic* map of

the area shows a very low seismic activity and would confirm this hypothesis.

Paleomagnetic studies [Homer and Freeman. 1993: Duermeijer and Langereis. 1999]
suggested that the Ionian region has undergone a strong clockwise rotation in the past.
Horner and Freeman [1993] have1 found clear evidence1 of clockwise rotation in the

Ionian zone on the order of 38° since the Earlv Tertiary. More recently. Duermeijei
and Langereis [1999] have iT-emphasi/ed the significant rotation of this region. The

collocation method and strain analysis used in this thesis allow to consistently separate

the displacement field into a pure deformation and a rotation (see see-. 6.2.1). While

the symetrical part of the deformation tensor resulting from the spatial derivatives of

the displacement field corresponds to the strain, the antisvmmetrical part is equivalent
to a local rotation around a pole1 situated at the prediction point itself. This rotation

rates can be comparent to rotation parameters locallv determined bv paleomagnetic
menhods.

We obtain a clockwise rotation of up to 7A/Ma in the Central Ionian Islands, with

an uncertainty lower than 1.5°/Ma (fig. 6.15). The small conterclockwlse rotation seen

around Corfu is lying within the error margin and can then clore be neglected! Our

results are comparable1 to rates of rotation estimated by paleomagnetic methods. This

implies that the Ionian Islands are1 still undergoing a significant clockwise rotation, as

it was already suggested by Le Pichon and Angelier [1979]: Le Pichon et al. [1995].
In a study based on SLR and ten rest rial observations. Le Pichon et al. [1995] have

estimated a rate of rotation of about 9"/Ma. which is in good agreement with the

value we obtained from GPS. We also note that using a larger correlation length yields
slighly larger values on the order ol'8-9A/Ma. which would be even in better agreements
with the results of Le Pichon et al. [1995].
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(a) üiffc initial lotation (b) loimal euoi

Figuie 6 15 Differential lotation ot collocated velocity held iclahve to Emasia Ihe

pionouneed clockwise rotation aiound Kefalonia amounts to 7 /Ma The uncertainty

is estimated to be1 lower than 1 5 /Ma The comitéicloekwise lotation seen neai Corfu

is not significant and lies lai below the enioi mai gm estimated Thick black cue les

iepiesent the data points used m the calculation of the diftciential rotation

6.4 Strain accumulation and stress release in con¬

junction with seismic events

Fiom the stiam tenisor using the stiam-siiess lelation we can estimate the density of

stiam enrengv (see sex 6 1 1) Maps of stiam emengv densitv should help ldentih mg

region whene laige amount of enengv aie accumulaient this accumulated energv will

most hkeh be icTeased bv eMithciuakcs It follows that iegion of high stiam cneigv

densitv can be considened as seismic h hazai clous

The densitv of stiam enengv piestnted m figuie16 16 was computed using the relation

given m equation (6 30) Some assumptions have to be mack about the iheologv of the

aiea We used a value of f (A \/m2 foi the "Young s modulus and a PoissonA latio of 0 25

The Lame constants needed for the < ompufation of the1 stiam aie expressed as functions

of the \otmg s modulus and Poisson s iatio (eq 6 28) Ihe map of stiain enengv densitv

icweals a e leai maximum along the W H V dee leasing to the north, m the Cential Ionian

Islands Iwo smallcn maxima aie found m cential Peloponnesus and noithenn Aegean

Comparing this picture with the distribution of the seismicitv eluimg the period 1995

to 1998 (hg 6 17) we see some coiielation between the eaithquake elusteis and the

mavimums Due to the lack ol obscnations aiound the Gulf of (Aimthos the location

and amount of the maximum ol stiam enengv densitv found m this iegion is mac cm at e
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Figuie 6.16: Density of energy derived from the1 strain tensor using a correlation lenght
of L50km. Thick black circles leprcsenit the data points used in the calculation of the

differential rotation.

The computation of the density of seismic- enengv released in Greece between 1995

and 1998 was clone using a summation of the1 energy released by each single ewents

located in the Eastern Mediterranean. The energv of a single event was estimated

using following relation

/:-l0'-'"nn; (6.119)

where

E is the energy in [J], and

M is the magnitude of the event.
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Assuming that the enengv oi an eaithquake is piopagated m a spherical wave with a

svmetrical chstiibution it is possible to estimate the enengv densitv at am distance

fiom the epicenter using following i elation

Di -=

h

4r(/H + eAA 2

_ / (6 120)

wit h

Dp - densitv of enengv m [1/m2]

h = depth of the event

cl = sphemeal distance between the epicenter and the point ol computation

The total densitv of enengv leleaseel bv oaithquakes at a point on the eaith s surface can

be computed as the sum of the eneigv densitv pioduced bv each event V lopiosentation
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19 E 20 E 21 E 22 E 23 E 24°E

I igure 6 18 Eliergv leleased bv seismic aetivitv between 1995 and 1998 The max¬

imum seismic eneigv is clearlv associate1! te) huge caithejuakes like the Kozam event

m northern central Grevée the Lgron event m the Gulf of Coimthos oi the Stiofades

ewcnrt m the1 southern Ionian Islands Note the logarithmic scale1 It was neecssaiv m

orclen to obtain a ehffcnancited picture of the enengv distribution

of the efensitv of seismic enengv icleased between 1995 and 1998 m Greece rs given m

figuie 6 18 Figuie 6 16 anel 6 18 aie difficult to eompaie, but the mam ehaiactensties

ol the enengv distribution is similar with a maximum along the Hellenic aie, a higher
clensititv aiound the Goli of Coimthos and m noithein Gieete
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7 Conclusions

In 1995, onlv two years after the official introduction of the first IGS permanent GPS

tracking station, it was decided to monument a dense CGPS network across the Ionian

Islands (CION Network), in order to obtain derailed information about the present-

clav crustal motion governing the boundary zone between the Adriatic and Aegean

microplates. It was the first experiment of this type in Europe, conducted in remote

field conditions. The goal was to zoom into the seismically active region around the

Kefalonia Fault Zone (KFZ), which was the site of four extremely destructive earth¬

quakes in the last 50 years. Of particular interest was the potential of detecting crustal

deformation at a high temporal GPS sampling rate.

The continuous GPS network

The dewelopment of the software anel the integration of the hardware was achieved

in a rather tight schedule, allowing only little time foi testing. As we could not rely
on other examples, we had to experience the strength and weakness of our system by
ourselves. The main advantages of our concept are its simplicity, modularity and ease

of handling. The most important problem was and still is the pcwver supply because of

operation in remote1 area. By using a battery as buffer, we greatly improved the stability

of the power-supply. The1 second main cause of elata loss were hardware failures clue

to thunderstorms, aging of the hardware, and external causes. We tried to minimize

hardware misfunctioning by using more appropriate computers and devices, but, some

of the problems remain inevitable. The third general problem were by software failures.

We could not completely avoid it because tests of the newer version of our software

had to be clone under field conditions.

Most of the failures are difficult to reproduce and are often unique. Generally, more

than half a year elapsed between the installation of a component, the detection of a

problem and its correction. More frequent control of the stations would bring a faster

improvement cycle1 and minimize the elata loss. In the earlv stages of the project, we1

considered to connect each site to our office over a modem. This would have allowed

on-line monitoring of the stations from the office. Unfortunately, we had to abandon

this idea because of technical and financial difficulties. Today, possible communication

links are mobile telephony (GSM network), satellite links, or the use of the world

wide radio-amateur communication network, which seems to be the most promising
possibility.

Improvements to our solution or even a new design of the general recording con¬

cept could enable an ensier management anel insure a better reliability. The overall-
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performance of our original concept, including the improvement clone during the

project, can be considered as satisfactory.

The1 decisiorr to use mainly lighthouses to host our stations turned out to be a

good choice. With the exception of the1 station of Paxi, where a periodic variation was

observed, the GPS results do not indicate any instability of the moniimentation. In

the1 near future, the stability of the Paxi's site will have1 to be checked by means of

terrestrial measurements ox local GPS observations.

We usul 1 surrounding IGS sites (Graz, Matera. Xoto and Ankara) in order to

connect our network to the ITRF96 rrierenee frame. The evaluation revealed the limits

of this strategy, because the quality of the IGS sites is not as good as we expected.

Four fiducial sites should be enough to constrain the network, but we almost, never had

all four IGS sites fully available at the same1 time. Gaps in the data, blasen I position

elue to hardware failure, radio interferences and antenna changes often made one or

more station inappropriate as fiducial site. We recommend to use1 a minimum of about

10 IGS sites in order to constrain a local network to the ITRF reference frame. The

introduction of more IGS sites in the processing allows a belter control of the IGS data

quality and even, if some stations are not available, we would be1 able to sufficiently

constrain ihe network.

Time series, velocity field and trajectories of crustal motion

A large effort, was made to process the GPS as detailed as possible. The time series

for the N-S, E-W and Up components of the positions are a suitable1 way to represent

variation of position as a function of time. Then* are also adecjirate to study the scatter

and to delect problems resulting from the data processing. The analysis of the raw

results has revealed two major disturbing effects. First, antenna changes arc1 generally
associated with a discontinuity in the time series ewenr if the same type of antenna

is used. Large offsets were observed in the height component (maximum of about

25mm at Gerogombos). Secondly, we have observed a temporally correlation in the

variation of the position between the1 sites of our network. This phenomenon was also

observed in other studies [Wdowinski et al. 1997: Calais. 1999], It can be associate1! to

noise sources common to all sites, possibly intrinsic to the GPS system (orbital error,

variation of the satellite's antenna phase center), to the realization of the reference

frame as well as to the data processing strategy and models. The filtering of the

time1 series by means of a common-mode1 filtering technique1 has reduced the1 noise by

a factor of 2 and removed long-term elfects which were present in the raw data. The

basic idea of the common-mode1 filtering is simple, but it works well onlv if the observed

deformation is linear and midisturbeel. Then-elbre1. the elimination of discontinuities is

of major importance. The estimation of the common-mode signal (slacking) is strongly

dependent, on the1 choice1 of the sites included in this procedure.

The filtered time series are characterized by a low scatter of about 2mm for the

horizontal. 6mm for the vertical components, and. with exception of Paxi, a mostly
linear behavior. Even sites with larger data gaps share these characteristics. While the

horizontal components can vary rapidly (up to 21 mm/a at Dionysos), no sites really
show significant vertical motion. The mean height variation ewer 1 year was never
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larger than a few millimeters.

Until today, we could not find any satisfactory explanation for the apparent an¬

nual variations observed at Paxi. Suggestions like1 instability of the building or local

deformation due to changes in the ground water level were formulated, but, further

investigations will be1 necessary to shed light on this phenomenon.

The steady-state motion of the sites at Keri and Strofades was interrupted on

November 18. 1997 bv the Strofades earthquake. A co-seismic slip of 18mm to the

SSW and 115mm to the SSE has been estimated for Keri and Strofades, respectively.

In the past, GPS networks were observer! in a campaign mode and the question

about the short period movements could not be answered. The results obtained in the

frame of this work suggests that the earth's crust in the Ionian Sea region is mewing in a

continuous and regular way. From time te> time, this inter-seismic motion is interrupted

bv largeu- earthciuake, producing abrupt displacements as we1 could observe at, Keri and

Strofades. Based on the available time series of IGS sites located outside the Ionian

Sea area, we expect that our assumption is also valid for other regions.

Kinematic GPS solutions are characterized by a higher noise (10 to 15 mm) resulting
from the processing teclmieiue. The high temporal resolution obtained with a kinematic

solution allows therefore only restricted statements in conjunction with seismic events.

In the case of the Strofades earthciuake. we were not able to cleailv detect the co-seismic

effects at Keri, as the signal was on the same order of magnitude as the noise level.

Strain analysis

The strain analysis of the GPS-derived velocity field has shown that the main teu¬

tonic features in the Ionian Islands area are associated with large strain rates. The

highest compressional strain rates are found along the western part, of the Hellenic

arc (160nstrain/a) while the southern Ionian Islands are1 characterized by shear strain

rates with a maximum of 100nstrain/a along the KFZ. The dextral sense of the KFZ

is clearly witnessed by our results, which also shows a strike-slip type of faulting.
In the coastal region of NW Greece, smaller compressional rates perpendicular

to the coast line indicate a slow convergence of the Apulian platform and Epirus.
The displacement rates of 5 mm to the NNW found in Othoni and Paxi are in good

agreement, with the velocities estimated by Papazachos anel Kiratzi [1996] based on

seismic moment, tenisor summation.

We found sinistral strike-slip motion along the Katouna Fault Zone, which is con¬

cordant with the tectonic setting of the area. However, seismological studies [Haslinger.
1998: Hatzfeld et ab. 1995] did not reveal any clear sense of motion for this area. This

would suggest that the delormation is mostly aseismic.

Laige extensional strain rates (110nstrain/a) are found in the Golf of Corinth.

The extension/compression map shows a clear N-S boundary between central GrToce

(extension) and the west coast (compression). In comparison with the results presented

by Müller [1996]. we obtain the same general pattern, but mostly smaller rates of

deformations. The deformation field estimated in this work is more coherent, and the

noise lexel is lower, resulting in a smoother strain rate field, with smaller extremas.

The propagation of error from the velocity field into the strain rales was treated
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m a rigorous way. The resulting uncertainties for the strain rates are on the order of

20nstrain/a in regions with a good station density and up to a maximum of 10nstrain/a
in weakly constrained areas.

The southern Ionian Islands show a clockwise differential rotation with a maximum

of 87^ht near Zakinthets. Paleomagnetic studies [Horner and Freeman, 1993] have

shown evidence of clockwise rotation in the Ionian zone on the order of 38° since the

Earlv Tertiary. Our estimates yield larger rates of rotation in the region of Kefalonia,

which could be explained bv the more regional aspect of our study.

The strain computation scheme used in this work strongly depends on the choice

of the correlation length and the distribution of the sites. Due to the geographical
situation, the constraints of the model on the western side of the KFZ are weak. The

unilateral distribution of the sites can be accounted! for the rather low shear strain rates

obtained along the KFZ. The choice of a correlation length of 150km seems to be a

good compromise, but the local information available in the central Ionian Islands was

probably filtereel out. A smaller correlation length (50km) yields mere realistic values

for this region.

GPS as contribution to seismic hazard assessment

During the time span July 1995 to December 1998. one large seismic event, the Stro¬

fades earthciuake (Ms — 6.3, Nov. 18, 1997). occurred in the1 vicinity of our netwoik. A

co-seismic displacement could be observed at two neighboring sites Keri anel Strofades.

At Skinari, located 30km north of Keri. we did not detect any signal which could be

associated with the1 earthciuake. Basexl on this earthciuake, we confirm that GPS al¬

lows the detection of larger seismic events and the quantification of the associated slip

on the surface. We could not find any ewidcnce of precursors or post-seismic effects

in the GPS data. Since the GPS observations can also be1 disturbed by other non-

tectonic phenomena, we rely on seismological observations to confirm the occurrence

of an event.

The strain analysis can be used to estimate strain rates and the derived density
of strain energy. The density of strain energy is an important quantify, which can be

used to localize the arexs where a large amount of energy is stores!. These regions are

most likely to be the scene of future earthquakes, releasing the acvumulated energy. In

this sense1. GPS can contribute to the assessment of seismic hazardous regions. Using
CGPS nenworks, it, should be possible on the long term, to monitor the accumulation

of the strain energy and define areas of future higher seismic activity.

The projection of the strain rates onto known faults also allows to better distinguish
between the different types of faults and helps to determine which parts of the1 fault,

are most likely subject to deformations.

Final remarks

The KFZ is clearly marking the boundary between the Adriatic block, which is slowlv

mewing to the NNE, and the Aegean microplate. The south-sou thwestward motion

of the1 central Ionian Islands relative to Eurasia is rapidly increasing from less than

5 mm/a relative to Eurasia at the northern edge of the KFZ to more than 25mm/a in
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the1 southern part, of the Ionian Islands. The site at, Kastoria in northern Greece shows

no motion relative to the Eurasian plate and confirms that, Greece is systematically

extending in a N-S direction, as witnessed by the large neotectonic grabens and plains

in central Greece. The trajectories of crustal motion in NW-Grcece reveal a continuous

and linear displacement of sites.

In comparison to repeated networks occupation. CGPS nef works provide a much

better temporal resolution and control on the1 qualify of the GPS observations. With

the1 amount of elata available, CGPS networks are also more adapted to statistical

investigations which can also lead to a better understanding of the limits of the GPS

teclmieiue. This will, in turn, allow the development of new analvsis strategics and

increase the accuracy of GPS solutions.

The CION network has proven to be a very powerful tool for the estimation of

crustal motion in NW-Greece. In this work, we have only made the first steps on the

path Fading to a wide field of geophysical investigations based on CGPS data. We

believe that the CGPS network established in the1 frame of this thesis will provide a

firm basis for further understanding the kinematic processes acting in the Ionian Sea.
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